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Recent crimes lead to questionable safety at WPI 
By Javier Diaz. 
Class of '95 
In an interview with WPI's Direc· 
tor of Public Safety, John J. Hanlon, 
Jr., a summary of criminal activities 
involving WPI propcnics was made 
available for the WPI community. 
Among the criminal octivities men· 
tioned in this summary: Mugging near 
the Gordon Library building, break-in 
and thefts from Fuller and Ellswonh 
apanments, and theft of computer re· 
fated equipment from Fuller Labs. 
Mugging near lhe Gordon Library 
building: This incident took place on 
September 14'~,atapproximately 10:00 
pm. A WPI student was walking up the 
stairway area near the library when he 
was accosted from behind by an un· 
known male who demanded that the 
student drop his money to the ground. 
The criminal suspec1 pressed a sharp 
object against the student 's back. The 
student dropped some money on the 
ground then ran from the scene. He 
was unable to provide WPI Campus 
Police with any description of the as· 
sailant. Currently, Campus Police is 
working with Worcester Police on the 
investigation of this crime. Chief 
Hanlon stated that both police depnn· 
mentS arc also invest igating four other 
robberies that occurred on the s•dc 
streetS late in the evening near cam· 
pus. In all cases, the victims were by 
themselves, were approached from 
behind and were ordered to give the 
suspect their wallets or monies. No 
weapons have been recovered in these 
assaults and robberies; how-
ever, Campus Pohce is con· 
ties around campus. During the inter· 
view, Chief Hanlon made reference to 
a crime alert bulletin that was sent by 
him to the WPI community, dated 
April I", 1993. lie showed deep con· 
cern with respect to the imponance of 
these en me alertS. "The personal safety 
aspect of campus policing receives our 
highest priority. The crime alen bulle-
tins are valuable not only in terms of 
These hour long programs were pre· 
sented during the evening and were 
offered on si te (thot is in the resident 
holl lounge areas). Ellen Servetnick, 
along with Campus Police, is also pre· 
paring this program for the fraternities 
and plans to schedule the prescnta· 
tions over the next few weeks. This 
program consi~lS of informal discus· 
sions about street crimes, safety tips, 
crime prevention initiatives, 
cerned that the suspect(s) 
may have been armed with 
either a knife or other sharp 
object. Thus far, no injuries 
have been reponed. 
"( Jn tilt· tllt'rat;t' 11 ,. lutl't' illl't'lligatnl 
ol/t' or /II 11 ruhht nt 1 11 I'll//', /or till' fltlll 
11'1 t'/11/ 1'11/1"1 . 
our SNaP program, our EMS 
services, and pollee patrol 
strategies among other top· 
ics. 
When asked about 
Campus Police repon that 
in two of these cases more 
than one suspect was involved in com· 
mining the crime. As of yet, police 
have vague descriptions of the male 
perpetrators as all the victims were 
approached from behind. The typical 
times in which these kind of criminal 
actions have been commined are from 
9:00pm to 12:00 midnight, especially 
around 10:00 pm. Campus Police is 
currently assisting Worcester Police 
in the monitoring of suspicious activi· 
. ( hlljllallloll. ( 11111/1111 l'olicl' whether these criminal ac-
tivities were on the increase, 
Chief Hanlon assened they 
the crime awareness aspect, but also in 
terms of its crime prevention value. 
We truly need the community suppon 
and cooperation if we are to effec-
tively deal with these recent street 
crimes." 
This year a program entitled "Street 
Smans" was developed by Residential 
Services Director, Margaret Jablonski 
and Campus Police staff officers for 
our residential student population. 
have been happening infrequently. "On 
the average we have investigated one 
or two robberies a year, for the past 
several years." Campus Police is con· 
ccrned about the sudden increase in 
this past year. " In general," Chief 
Hanlon mentioned that "Worcester 
Police has seen an increase of these 
cases in other sections of the city as 
well." According to Chief Hanlon, the 
assauhers are in the fifteen to twenty· 
year-old age group. Police are also of 
the view that these activities could in 
some cases be gang related. 
Break-in 's in lhe Fuller and 
Ellsworth A.partmenls: According to 
police logs, the first incident happened 
on the 4111 of September, 1993, at about 
I 0:30pm. One WPI student returned 
to an apartment in Fuller to discover 
two unknown males inside. The sub· 
jects were in the process of ransacking 
the opanment, presumably looking for 
monies or other valuables. One of these 
unknown males ran out the back door, 
while the other ran by the student out 
the front door .. 
Campus Police was immediately 
notified and several cruisers were dis-
patched, along with the Worcester and 
Becker Police. Motor vehicle and foot 
patrols searched the property and road· 
ways near the Fuller Apartments com· 
plcx. 
A Jiule after midnight, on Septem· 
ber 5", police observed a black Subaru 
leaving the immediate area at a. high 
rate of speed. This vehicle was fol· 
lowed and, consequently, a registra· 
tion number was obtained. As of the 
See Criminal Activilies page 2 
Trustees receptive to Campus Center need 
~ KM~t Pllrlur nity including students, faculty and ad· 
EdiJor.III..CIIhf ministrators to develop plans that are 
rationaL" Heald encourages the process 
Jim Heald, Olairman of the Trustees to continue, and hopes that plans are 
Physical Facilities Committee, stated in developed for a modest. decent-sized 
an interview last Friday that "both the structure. 
chairman and the members of the Physi· Giving an indication of the Trustees' 
cal Facilities Committee are positive .,1 direction in locating the Campus Center, 
about this Campus Center." '""Heald assured that a final location for the 
that the rest of the Trustees faci,Ji~.._AQI been identified. How· 
positive feeling and he does "-'leve:r_..IIUMilllilllli:lest that the community 
there will be resistance to the building on the quad 
the other Trustees. JQnlew•he•J•h·een Morgan Hall and 
Asked why a Campus Cesl:.t.flt;llqnl~e fooltbiJIJielld. He said the possibility 
be built now, Heald stated such a structure to Morgan 
for a Campus Center has But. hestrcssed 
and, due to planning. is plan would re· 
time. He ensured that the Trustees construction and the final struc· 
support the program that is presented to ture would not simply be a building 
them. Toward this end he echoed the grafted on to Morgan Hall. 
oomments of the Student Life staff, say· When asked why he felt the process 
ing that the "Trustees suppon the con- has taken so long. specifically referring 
cepe of the Campus Center and we [the to the number of other Campus Center 
Trustees] are encouraging the commu- proposals that have been presented to the 
PAOTO/ J4SON PHIU.OOK 
Lynn Asato concentrates on her shot durin& WPl's match against 
Regis College last Saturday. 
Trustees over the last decade, Heald 
responded that his personal feeling was 
that WPI now has the resources, espe· 
cially in terms of funding, to undenake 
this project. He feels that the Campus 
Center project was too large to have been 
added to the five year fundraising effort 
WPI completed last year. Now, with that 
effon completed, fundraising for theCarn· 
pus Center and the Mechanical Engi· 
neering building can be initiated without 
other di~tractions. Heald doesn't believe 
that there was any "dark plot to defer it 
[the Campus Centerj." He believes that 
the current project is a good response to 
an obvious need. He stressed that "the 
Trustees are not reactionary, they are 
foward thinking and willing to take on 
projects that the community wants." He 
believes that the first n:nderin~ of the 
Campus Center, which the Trustees re-
ceived from Perry, Dean and Ellis archi· 
tectural firm, stimulated the Trustees 
and gave them an awareness of the facil· 
ity and the possiblities for it. He noted 
that the Trustees continue to have an 
ever-increasing interest in this project's 
outcome. 
Heald praised the efforts of the Stu· 
dent Life staff, particularly Janet 
Richardson, Dean of Student life, Otris 
Jachimowicz, Assistant Dean of Student 
Life, for their "unusual ability to under· 
stand what srudents' requirements are" 
and their understanding for the project. 
He encouraged their work and hopes the 
community becomes involved in the pro-
cess. 
In summary, Heald concluded that 
"timing is everything in life and this is 
the time to do it [build the Campus 
Center)." 
WPI earns U.S. News & World Report top 
ranking for third straight year 
WPI maintained its top ranking in the 
North in the Oct. 4, 1993 issue of .U.S. 
News & World Report "America's Best 
Colleges." This is the third straight year 
that WPI has been listed first. WPI 
shared top rankings with three other 
regional winners. Tiley were Wake For· 
est University in the South, Trinity Uni-
versity in the West, and Illinois Wesleyan 
University in the Midwest. All four 
universities are repeat winners from last 
year. 
WPI and the three other regional uni· 
versiries were the best of 559 regional 
colleges and universities in the United 
States in the seventh annual "America's 
Best Colleges" special repon. These 
universities generally award more than 
half of their bachelor's degrees in two or 
more professional occupational disci· 
plines, such as business or engineering. 
and many also offer graduate degrees. 
"I know I proudly share with the 
entire WPI community the announce· 
ment that WPI is number one in the .U.S. 
News & World Report rankings for re· 
gional colleges and universities for the 
Nonh,"saidWPlpresidentJonC.Strauss. 
"These rankings also reaffirm to others 
that we have an outstanding educational 
program. There has been a lot of hard 
work by faculty, staff, students, alumni 
and trustees in making our program what 
it is today." 
Other rankin~ in the Nonh after WPI 
were Villanova University, Fairfield 
University, Alfred University ond Tren· 
ton State College. 
The 1 ;371 accredited four-yearschools 
included in the study (msliturions with 
200 or fewer students were excluded) 
were ranked according to a system that 
combined statistical data with the results 
of an uclusive U.S. News survey of 
academic reputation scores and data pn>-
vided by the schools. These statistics 
measured the selectivity of the student 
body; the degree to which the school 
finaticialty supports a higiKJuality full-
time faculty; the school's overall finan· 
cial resources as determined by the total 
1992 expenditure for its education pro-
g1llfl1 (the sum spent on instruction, stu· 
dent services, and academic suppon, 
which includes libraries, computers and 
administration) divided by its total fuJI. 
time enrollment, and graduation rate 
based on the average percentage of stu· 
Table of ( 'outeuts 
dents who graduated within six years of 
the year they enrolled. 
As in the past, the 1;371 schools in the 
survey were divided into categories us-
ingguidelines established by the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching. To simplify the groupings, 
several categories were combined and 
some huger categories were subdivided 
regionally. This created the same 14 
categories of schools used in the prior 
years. 
The survey's educational data were 
collected by College Counsel of 
Natick, Mass. Additional data were 
provided by the American Associa· 
tion of the University of Professors 
and the Council for Aid to Education. 
Market Facts Inc. conducted the 
reputational survey during spring of 
1993. Final rankings were produced 
on computer software developed by 
U.S. News. The Complete rankings 
will be published in the Oct. 4 issue of 
U.S. News available on newsstands 
Sept. 27. 
WPr has ranked first a.mong regional 
colleges of the Nonh for four of the last 
five years. 
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NEWS 
Criminal Activities on and around WPI•s campus community 
Continued from page 1 
writing of this article, Campus and Worcester 
Police have two possible suspects. The car was 
registered to one of them. 
During the break-in, jewelry, stereo equip-
ment, and some other personal belongings were 
stolen. Entry was gained through the back 
window of the apartment. Some of the stolen 
property was recovered (it had been hidden in 
the bushes of a nearby home). Police have also 
recovered fingerprints as well as other evidence 
as a result of their investigation. 
later that morning (o11the .5"') Campus Police 
received a report of a second break-in at the 
Ellsworth Apartments. Entry was gained through 
a window, again, which was forced open. Finger-
prints were found This investigation is on-going 
and involves both the Worcester Police detectives 
and Campus Police personnel. Increased SNaP 
and foot patrols by Campus Police have been 
implemented. "We are looking into improving 
security in these apartment complexes in several 
ways," Chief Hanlon commented. Part of it con-
sist:. of improving lighting 10 the area, residence 
hall security presentations (Street Smarts pro-
gram), and encouruging our students to participate 
in the "operation identification" initiative. The 
latter program is explained in a short pamphlet 
distributed by Campus Police. lt is a state-wide 
program designed to discourage burglary and 
theft of valuables. This program consists of 
engraving people's belongings so that burglars 
could not resell the stolen valuables. In addition 
to this, a log is kept with the description of the 
personal belongings. 
Chief Hanlon commented that the break-ins 
tend to occur at the beginning of the year when 
WPI's newest community members are unfa-
miliar with their surroundings and are very 
trusting and thus very vulnerable. 
Theft of computer re/bted equipment from 
Fuller Lobs: This incident took place between 
10:00 pm of the 16"' and 10:00 am of the 17"'. 
The lab is located in Fuller 319 and is used by 
the Computer Scaence department. Police did 
find fingerprint evidence at the scene and it is 
estimated that the computer related equ1pment 
and software wa!> valued at about $3,500. The 
CS department is working with Campus Police 
to enhance security in the lab. The cooperation 
of the student body is essential in this area. 
Chief Hanlon expressed his concern about the 
breaches of security during the late night hours. 
"Our watch personnel seem to spend a great 
deal of their time responding to door alarms in 
the lower levels of the building, which are set 
off by individuals who simply ignore facility 
Battling the 11 Bug 11 
security procedure. The alarmed doors are for 
exiting during fire emergencies only. 
Chief Hanlon stated that "Campus Police 
need help and suppon from all community 
members. It is highly recommended that 
(people) use our SNaP services, that they par-
ticipate in the "Street Smarts" and other peer 
education programs, and that they adopt a com-
munity safety watch perspeCtive." 
by JoAnne Von Dyke 
Heollh Services 
Colds and flu-like illnesses are the most frequent health complaints on college campuses and the 
past week has proven that WPI is no exception. Both these illnesses are caused by viruses. Viral 
illnesses arc the most widespread infections affecting the human race; they cause symptoms that can 
range from a minor annoyance to an extended, thoroughly debilitating illness. 
The enormous variety of viruses - there are dozens of different strains, all oonstantly mutating or 
changing • makC'l them hard to avoid. Thus, gerung a oold or the flu does not guarantee immunity to 
the next cold or flu virus that you are exposed 10. 
A closer look at WPI 
SYMPTOMS • Cold -;ymptoms may include a sore throat, nru.al or ear congestion, fatigue, a runny 
nose, sneezing, headache, hoan.cnCS!>, and a mild fcver.1l1e discomfort may continue for n few days 
or for ru. much a~ a week or so. 
Flu is a more severe illn~. which often include.<~ a high fever, weaknc:.s, dry cough, aches all 
over the body and a distinct "sick" feeling. Symptoms usually begin to subside after 1-2 days, 
although occasionally it can last a week or more. 
With the end of A term approaching, and 
the "new" freshmen class not so new any-
more, admissions activities for WPI's Class 
of '98 are in full swing. The Office of 
Admission is currently preparing for "A 
Closer Look", two open house programs for 
prospective students and their parents. The 
programs are scheduled for Monday, October 
11 and Thursday, November 11. 
These days are designed to give prospec· 
tive students an opportunity to visit our cam-
pus and take a closer look at what makes WPJ 
such a unique and special place. Many WPI 
students, faculty and staff have volunteered 
to share their enthusiasm fc.r and experience 
at WPI with visiting students and parents. 
The activities will begin in Harri ngton 
Auditorium with a presentation of The WPI 
Plan. Visitors will then have a student-
conducted tour of the campus along with a 
presentation on student activities and student 
life. Following the tour, participants will 
select from various academic department pre-
sentations. 
The progrom will also include a luncheon 
in Harrington Auditorium with mu!>iC pro-
vided by WPI musical groups under the direc-
tion of Douglas Weeks. Lunch will conclude 
with an Admissions and Financial Aid pre-
sentation. 
The afternoon will consist of options to 
attend panels concerning cooperative educa-
tion, career planning and placement and in-
ternational projects and programs. In addi-
tion, visitors may also choose to tour the 
Wind Tunnel, Robotics Lab, Nuclear Reac-
tor, Fuller Laboratories or VLSI Design fa-
cilit ies, or meet with WPI athletic coaches or 
ROTC representatives. 
The Admission Office is expecting about 
650 students and parents each program, so 
they will be very busy days. Don't be sur-
prised if you're stopped on campus and asked 
for directions or an "insider's view!" 
Anyone having questions regarding the 
programs or desiring to help with the days' 
activities should contact Joseph Smith, As-
sistant Director of Admissions. 
TREATMENT- When you have a virus you can !Teat the symptoms but not the genn itself· viruses 
DO NOT ~nd to antibiotics. It is your immune system that will ultimately dispose of the virus; 
unnl then all you can do is minimize the discomfort. Some suggestions: 
REST- For fever or fatigue and aches, you should go to bed. Increase your activities gradually as you 
feel better. 
ACETAMINOPHEN (fylenol) • For fever, chills, and the discomfort of a sore throat, acetaminophen 
(fylenol), two tablets every 4 - 6 hours is recommended. 
FLUIDS - Drinking large amounts of fluids will keep the mucus secretions loose. 
DECONGESTANTS - Nasal oongestion can be relieved by using decongestants aa::ording to the 
package directions. Hot drinks will help open the nasal passages as wiU ·a vaporizer. 
WHEN TO SEEK MEDICAL EV ALVA nON • • If you cough up green, yellow or bloody mucus. 
• If your nasal secretions are yellow or green. •If you have pain in your ears, neck or sinuses. • 
You have pain in your chest or wheezing. • Your fever remains above 101 for more than 3 days. 
• If you have asthma, emphysema, heart problems or insulin.<fependcnt diabetes. • If you 'have 
persistent fatigue. • If you have shonness of breath on exertion. 
Health Servioes is open Monday· Friday from 8 a.m. untiiS p.m .• If you need 10 talk with a physician 
when the office is closed, please call: HAHNEMANN FAMTL Y HEALTH CENTER. 756430. This 
is an answering service, you must identify yourself as a WPI student, leave your name, a number where 
you can be reached and a physician will rerum your call. 
If you need emergency care call Campus Police at: 831-5555 
Deadline for submission of 
applications for the 1993 
President's IQP Awards Competition is 
October 4, 1993. 
Applications are available 
from Betty Jolie in the Project Center. 
Final judging will be 
December 1, 1993 
in Higgins House. 
If there are any questions, kindly call Associate Dean Schachterle at x5514. Thank you. 
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NEWSPEAK STAI'FPIIOTO / DON SOCIIA 
WPI defeated Bentley College In a 3·2 game played last Thursday. 
COMMUNITY UPDATE 
Join in the fun at homecoming 
Members of the WPI community are in· 
vited to join alumni and their guests during 
Homecoming 1993, which will take place 
next weekend, Oct. 1·3. 
Stan the weekend off on Friday, Oct. l, at 
7 p.m. by cheering on the Engineers as the 
varsity soccer team kicks off against Western 
New England College. From 9 p.m. to mid· 
night, young alumni will congregate at the 
Goat's Head Pub Revisited, with the Class of 
'93 meeting for their zero-year Reunion. The 
cover chllrge is $4 at the door and includes a 
cash bar (IDs required). 
Saturday is filled with things to do and see 
for everyone coming home to WPI. Sporrs/ 
recreational activi ties include a women's vol-
leyball game vs. Babson College at 9 a.m.; 
women's tennis vs. Salve Regina at 11 a.m.; 
footba ll vs. RPI at I :30 p.m.; and the tradi-
tional Freshman-Sophomore Rivalry (the rope 
pull) in Institute Park immediately following 
the football game. 
The annual Quad Festival (in Harrington 
Auditorium if it rains) will feature street 
entertainers for kids; miniature golf for ev-
eryone on a course built by members of 
student organizations; entertainment by the 
Men's Glee Club, Stage Band, Pep Band and 
the improvisational group Chain Link Fence; 
and a Food Fest with chili, chowder, Italian 
sausage, and pepper subs, steamed hot dogs, 
gri lled chicken sandwiches, candied apples, 
hot apple cider and more. 
From 4:30 to 6 p.m., a GOLD (Graduates 
of the Last Decade) Gathering will be held in 
Gompei's Place and an Alumni Reception 
will take place in Higgins House. Both events 
will feature complimentary snacks and a cash 
bar. The Athletic Hall of Fame reception and 
dinner begins at 5:30 p.m. 1n Founders Hall. 
Homecoming will end on Sunday, Oct. 3, 
with an Alumni Council meeting and lun-
cheon and an alumni rugby game. 
PRIME & CHOICE STEAKS 
Filet Mignon -N.Y. Strip -Delmonico - Ribeye 
BARBECUE BABY BACK RIBS 
Tender and Lean - Simply the best. 
HALF POUND BURGERS 
Thick, juicy, and made to order. 
TEXAS CHILI, FROSTED MUGS & 
PITCHERS OF BEER 
24 Bottled Beers & 4 others on Tap 
r FANTASTIC APPETIZERS 
Buffalo Wings Nachos Skyrockets 
Mozzarella Sticks 
Texas Chili Onion Rings 
Lunch: Noon- 3pm 
Dinner: 4- IOpm Sun. -Wed. I 4- llpm Thu.- Sat. 
Take-out Available 
SALOON OPEN: NOON- lAM 
Come and watch the game on one of our 4 TV's 
A FREE PULL ON OUR SLOT MACHINE WINS FREE DINNERS! 
400 PARK AVENUE, WORCESTER, MASS. 
WORCESTER'S ONLY FOUR STAR **** STEAKHOUSE 
752-3038 
Women•s Cross-Country update 
by Coach Brain Sa1•ilonis 
Mtchanica/ Engineering Dcptartment 
WPI opened up its cross-country season on 
9/18 with the Engineer's Cup at Franklin Park 
in Boston. The 3. 1 mile race was close 
throughout, with MfT l.ccping the Cup by a 
sl im margin: MIT 36 WPI 40 RPI 48. Virtu-
ally all the WPI runners ran better than Ialii 
year. Senior co-captains Chris Clifton {20: I 0) 
and Jcn Harmon (20:55) were 2nt.l and 5th 
respectively. Karen Daly ran evenly for 8th 
place, followed by Deb Fraser (lith) and 
freshman Tracey Cronin (14th). 1\kiko liikada 
(19}, freshman Sage Archclcta (20), and Kim 
Chcrko (21) all stayed in front of RPI's fifth 
runner. 
This year's squad of 13 is c learly stronger 
than it was last year and hopes to be at its peak 
when WPI hosts the NEW 8 championship 
this year in late October. 
The women's cross-country squad enjoyed 
the gorgeous weather (9n4) in a double vic-
tory at Framingham State: WPI 28 Babson 50 
Framingham State 59. The 5 kilometer course 
included a double stream crossing and a rather 
interesting hole which threatened to swallow 
entire teams. 
Chris Clifton led from stan to finish to 
win in 19:48. Karen Daly (5th), Jen Harmon 
"WA'/-fo 
G I"'. o. 
t\ y ov DiD 
t.i J ,, (fl . 
(6th), Deb Fraser (7th), Sue Daly (8th) and 
Tracey Cronin (9th) herded together nicely to 
ensure the v1ctory. Kim Cherko (12th) and 
Akiko Hikida (13th) ran closer 10 the pack 
than previou!>ly. Ten of the II WPI finishers 
had fa!>tcr times than last week. The team now 
stand-; at 3·1 . 
Frank Sannella 
Road Race 
Among the events open to the entire campus 
community during Homecoming Weekend is 
the 5 kilometer Frank Sannella Road Race. 
Students, faculty, administrators and staff arc 
invited to join alumni for the race, which 
begins at 9:30 a.m. on Sa1urday, Oct. 2. Gift 
Certificates are awarded to the top runners in 
the men's, women's, and master's divisions. 
Registration begins at 9 a.m. on Alumni Field; 
The $5 registration fee is waived with a student 
I. D. 
Frank Sannella served as WPI's cross coun-
try coach for 29 years, and as track coach for 
nine years. He died in 1981 at the age of 82. 
The annual road race was initiated as parr of 
Homecoming Weekend in 1977 in recognition 
of his many years of service. 
,, 
WPI Women's Tennis 
team me mber returns a 
strong volley in a match 
against Regis College last 
Saturday 
woc.#(il I'' 
/; wod<A. 
{ .. ;:;;;;-;;; caJ (ollt9~ R/, u. lft} 
J.aJt-eas_ •~--
lb "'/AJq ~ ill YQJd f'ufJ!rf'. /i:S )'pvr F/M)tr. 
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The Psychology behind 
the Citibank Classic Visa card, and the 
emotional security of the Photocard. The Citibank etas ic Visa 
insti lls in students feelings of safety, security, and general well ness not unlike those experienced 
in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards.~ Some experts attribute these feelings 
to the Citibank Photocard, the only credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This 
is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"-a common response to the photo 
Su/it'<'f after ll'l't'll'ill.~ Onhank 
Game Vi \It Pltotomnl 
on one 's driver's license.) It's an immediate form of 
ID, a boost to your self-image. <)I Of course if your card is 
ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it, 
you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no s igns of Credit 
Card Theft Nervosa). <)I Other experts point to specific 
service , uch a The Lost Wallet"M Service that can replace 
your ca rd usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Cus-
tomer Service line, your hotline, if you will. for any card-
related anxiety what~oever. 1 Further analysis reveals three 
ervices that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank 
Classic Visa card. at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security can cover them against accidental 
damage, fire or theft . for 90 days from the date of purchase' (preventing, of course, Insecurity). 
2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty· allow o ne to extend the warranty for the expected service 
life of eligible products up to 12 years.2 3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best 
price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days. and Citibank 
will refund the difference up to $150' (hence no Post Purcha e Depression). 1 Special student 
savings are particularly therapeutic. There's the free Citibank Calling Service"" from MCI to save 
up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T.' (You're encouraged to call Mom and Dad regu-
larly preventing Parenta Non-Supportus.) And a $20 Airfare Discount4 on any domestic flight. 
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a 
possibility.) Not to mention the low variable intere t rate of 15.4o/a5 and no annual fee for college 
tudents. 1 Suffice it to say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit 
history. So call 1-800-CITffiANK, extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't 
need a job or a cosigner) or to have your photo added 
to your Citibank Classic Visa card. ~ If we say that a 
sense of Identity is the first component of the Citibank 
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and 
a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfo und 
financial independence the third. don't be crazy ... Call. Not just Visa. Citibank Visa. 
'Ca-taon condiiiOil• and ~ .. lu,oon- OJA!I» Plt&-.c ~~ 11> )Wr Summ.~ry of Addu"""'' Pruar.~m lnformatil>n Bu)cl' XI.'Uroly " under'*""~" by "The lunch ln~ernauonal 
UK l.Jmotcd 1Ca-1aon rntnciiOI\' and hmtt~IIOII' appl)' Un&rwnncn by the l'cw ttunp"ure lnwl'lncc Comp1111) Scr~K'l' hr~ ~ptttancy •woes by product and ts 11 
least the monomum be~d on rr1111 tndu\lr)' dal• lXtaoh of coo.•••~ or~ a•all~blc tn )UUr Summary or Addohonal Proaram lnrorm&ltOn •s..~i nJ~ cla•m " 
~d on 1 10-mlnut~ noaiMI~d:~nd all '" the 1.911 10 l.()()l) m•ieqc b.lnd U"IIJ MCI' C~rd C~ttbthl)' l'lte. ~" A'li!trs qandanl calhna canl rates. ~lfecu-e 
4191 Ollt.nk Calhna Sct~t« 1onJ dtlol~~ u~ anncc be applied 10 obt11n benelit• un.lct 10)1 other MCI pilnncf protram or ofkr. tndudliiJ tn¥d IWinl protrams. 
•Offer apores t./)()'94 Mon'"tum , .. pu~ prlt'l' ts SIOO ~bote• are few Cutblln~ qud<:nl Cllnlmtmbel' on ttdct' "~ by ISE FI!Jhls onll' '"The Allnual ~m:nu,e 
Rate rot purcha~\ 1\ l~"'lt &\or 819' and ma)' •a.ry quarterly The Annual ~n:rnltJ~ Rot~ (or Cl'h ad•ont~• '' 19N I( a financ~ char1c 1\ tmpG'ed, the 
mtntmum L\ 50 ccnu. "The~ " an llddtloonal hna~ c:Nrar for atch CIL~ acj,.~~ traiNCUOn ~qual to 2<t o( the •"-"' of ~Jell aa.\h .clvan« tramactiOI'I ~. 
II 1111111 nee be lr:u thin S2.00 or a~atcr than SIO.OO 1\'loNtn:tl" Nact\ arc puN•"'cd by Monarch Pte\." a dl\ 1\KJII d Sunon & Schu.\ler, a Pan mount CommunocatiOft\ 
Compeft). lhcd by pumt~o>IOI'I or the poJbh\hct Cutbank credit canis are os.~ bv Ciuban~ !South 011~1\ !ItA Cl993 Cutbank !South DU.o!a~ !ItA Mrmber FDIC 
Tuesday September 28, 1993 
The Monarch• Notes Version: 
The Citibank Classic card gives 
students peace of mind, protection 
against Freud-or rather fraud-a 
low rate and no fee. Apply today. 
Call 1-800-CITffiANK, ext. 19 
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COMMUNITY UPDATE 
.. Ga till Amerika: The Swedes in Worcester, 1868-1993 .. 
From October 3 through March 1994, 
Worcester will be celebrating Swedish-Ameri-
can life in a series of events held throughout the 
city. "Ga till Amerika: The Swedes in Worces-
ter, 1868-1993" is sponsored primarily by the 
Worcester Historical Museum, but many other 
educational and cultural organizations will also 
participate by holding seminars, reading, dis-
plays, musical events and tours. 
WPI will participate by sponsoring three 
events relating to the Swedish American poet, 
Charles Olson (1910-1970), who was born and 
raised in Worcester and who wrote poems and 
other works about Worcester. During October 
Phi Sigma Sigma 
wins national 
awards 
The Gamma Iota Chapter, of Phi Sigma 
Sigma, won three awards for the 1992-1993 
year. The chapter received the National Quota 
Total award for successfully reaching a chap-
ter total of 90 members and achieving a quota 
set by WPI's Panhellenic Council. The chap-
ter also received the National Panhellenic 
Award, which is given to one chapter out of 
115 nationally, for chapter involvement in 
campus Pan-hel. This award is given to the 
chapter that most successfully cooperates and 
communicates with their campus Panhellenic 
and makes a significant contribution to the 
Greek community. 
The Gamma Iota Chapter of Phi Sigma 
Sigma also received the National Housing 
Corp. Award for outstanding work between 
National Representatives and Housing Corp. 
members. 
and November there will a display, organized 
by Lora Brueck, of Olson materials in the foyer 
of the WPI Gordon Library. On October 27, 
WPI English Professor Laura J. Menides will 
participate in a reading and panel discussion of 
Olson 's work at the Worcester Historical Mu-
seum. And on November 4, WPI will host a 
reading by poet Robert Creeley of his own 
works and those of Charles Olson in Newell 
Hall, Atwater Kent. The Creeley reading is 
sponsored by the WPI Student Activities Fund, 
the Humanities Department, and the Worces-
ter County Poetry Association. 
Other sponsors and participants in the Swed-
Library opens 
October exhibit 
Exhibits in the Gallery (3rd floor): Main 
Street, Worcester. 
Photographs by Stu Pomeroy. 
Another look at Stu Pomeroy's 1990 photo-
graphs of scenes along Main Street, from 
Webster Square to Lincoln Square. 
Oct. t-31. 
In the Vestibule: Charles Olson - His Life 
and Poetry. 
Materials from Gordon Library's Special 
Collection highlight the work of the Worcester 
born poet. 
October I • November 30. 
Library Hours: M-F: 8am-ltpm; Sat: 8am-
9pm; Sun.: Noon- l lpm. 
phone: (S08) 831-5410. 
Campus food drive 
announcement 
Attention WPJ community. Starting on 
Sept. 27 and running through to October 14 
will be a Food Drive organized by Lambda Chi 
Alpha. This Food Drive has been organized as 
a contest 10 maximize involvement. This con-
test will be open to all hall floors, clubs, and 
fraternities/sororities. Whoever raises the larg-
est amount of canned food will win $200 cash. 
Each participating group must raise a mini-
mum of 201bs of canned food to be eligible for 
the prize. On October 14, all canned goods 
should be brought down to the Lambda Chi 
Alpha house on 16 Elbridge Street by 5 p.m. 
Any questions about the Food Drive should be 
mailed to Patrick Sullivan, BoK 1289. 
Data-Li11k C()tnputer Center 
486SX-25 4;MB ~135MB HD w/SVGA Monitor 
$12l99 ,. ..L on(y 
"The UlJimiUe Solution for Hardware & Software" 
\I I ,, 
[ ___ ~-··_ --"~' 
146 Highland Street, Worcester 
757-6556 
'-, II II I ,j I\ 
'i,tlll lt • ~J'Ill 
... From The Books ! 
ish-American festivities include Assumption, 
Clark, Worcester Siate, Anna Maria College, 
Trinity Lutheran Church and the American 
Antiquarian Society. A musical, "The Royal 
Worcester Corset Company" will be part of the 
celebrations, as well as a tour of Swedish 
cemeteries, and a visit from the Bishop of 
Stockholm, Reverend Henrik Svenungsson. 
At one time Worcester had the largest Swed-
ish population of any city east of Chicago. 
Large numbers of Swedes initially came as 
industrial workers, and quickly fit into life here 
I!WI "Pui>IC Semoo ot the USOf< r01ts1 ~ 
~ ....:t 'fOUl Stille Fom~er 
NEWSPEAK HUMOR 
without relinquishing their cultural identity. 
Their history is inextricably linked to that of 
Worcester itself, and to major industries like 
Norton Company. "Oa till Amerika: The 
Swedes in Worcester, 1868-1993" traces the 
Swedes' contributions as well as their quanda-
ries in the New World. The exhibition received 
major funding from the National Endowment 
for the Humanities and contributions from 
businesses and individuals in Worcester. 
For more information, contact Professor 
Lauro Menides, Humanities Department. 
Philter 
Eggs and Hamsters - Who eats, and who gets eaten 
by: lAurel and Guine¥tre 
Times they are a changing at WPI. Not in the way that the Blue Ribbon Task Force envisions it, 
but the way shaap eyed, wickit smaaht WPI students see it. (Patented Woostah speak) 
Do this simple experiment: 
I. Find a copy of the Two Towers logo. Look on letterheads, school signs, etc. Basically any 
college propaganda. 
2. Now, look at the rime on the clock. What time is it? 
3. Some people doing this little experiment will respond 4:00, of course. Others will say, about 
3:09. Who's right? 
4. Find another logo and repeat step 1. (Stop after a few times, we don't want CS majors 
complaining of infinite loops in this column.) 
You should be able to find both times if you look hard enough. What is the significance of this 
discovery? Not much, really. Just kinda' weird. 
We did extensive research, (extensive is a relative term) and made a listing of the places where 
each time is shown. 
i\00 
All school leJterlleads 
Course Catalog 
Parking Lot Signs 
l;.Q2 
Newsptalc Masthead 
WPI Poster 
Both times are found on official WPl mate-
rial. It seems that whenever the Two Towers 
are shown as a silhouette, the time reads 4:00. 
In more detailed drawings, the time is 3:09. 
Why is this so? 
EVERY MONDAY 
Free Lessons 
7:30-9:00 p.m. 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 
Ladies Night 
Does this mean that the designers of the Tw'o 
Towers could not figure out bow to represent 
3:09 in a silhouette form? Or is this a secret 
government plot to render future top engineers 
helpless with confusion? Why pick either time 
at all? What is the cosmic significance of 4:00 
and 3:09? What's so "special'" about "Special 
Sauce"? 
If anyone knows for sure, (about the clocks, 
not "special sauce", well, if you know that too) 
or has other questions regarding other news-
worthy (newsworthy is also relative) aspects 
imperative to the well-being of the WPI com-
munity for us to cover, please drop a note 
addressed to Philler, c/o Newspeak, Box 2700 
into a handy-dandy inter campus mailbox. If 
c;omeone can re'ipond with the answer to th1s 
perplexing lime problem, we' ll be sure to 
announce the revelation to the WPl community 
the next time New peak needs more Phillcr. 
Monday Midnight Munchies 
Enjoy FREE food at Midnight 
Receive 25% off for each lady at 
your table. Groups of 4 women 
shoot for FREE! 
Open 7 d.1ys 'til 2 .1.m . 
21 and over Weds.- Sal. 
508-852-2Ul • 454 Grove Street, Worcester 
tOSTON • WORCE STER • WEST SI'RI\CFIELO • WARWI C ._ 
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COMMUNITY UPDATE 
.. Ga till Amerika: The Swedes in Worcester, 1868-1993 .. 
I rom Cktnher 1 thrnugh "-1..rch lll'l-l , 
Worcc"er will he cclcbraung <;wed"h t\rm:n-
~.:.tn Ilk rna \Crr.:l> ot c1.Cnl\ hdd thn1ughnutthc 
crt)' "C'i,ttill Amerika· The ';\\ CJ~, in W<-rce'>· 
ter, I ~llX-1 Q9:l'' •~ ~p<ln'><Ht:d pnm.lrll) "" the 
Worcc~tcr lll,tcmc.al Mu,cum, ~ut m.m) mhcr 
cduc.tllonal and cultur,\lorg.mi!Jtion'> \\til al'u 
pantctpatc by holding 'cmmar ... rcadmg, d"· 
pia)'• mu<,ical event' and tour,, 
WPI '"'" pantnpah: b) 'pun .. onng three 
event~ rela11ng to the Swcdt~h Amcm;an ptl~l. 
Charles Olson ( 191 0-1970), who wa<; burn und 
raised in Worcester and who wrote poem'> and 
other works abt1u1 Worcester. During October 
Phi Sigma Sigma 
wins national 
awards 
The Gamma Iota Chapter, of Pht C)tgma 
Sigma, won three awards for the 1992·1993 
year. The chapter received the Natwn.Jl Quota 
Total award for successful!) reaching a chap-
ter total of 90 members and achu:ving a quota 
set by WPI'~> Panhellenic Council. The chap· 
ter alo;o received the Natrona! Punhcllenic 
Award, which is given to one chapter out of 
li S nationally, for chapter Involvement 111 
campus Pan-hel. This award rs gtven to the 
chapter that most successfully cooperatcc; and 
communicates with their campus Panhellcnac 
and makes a significant contribuuon to the 
Greek community. 
The Gamma Iota Chapter of Phi Sigma 
Sigma also received the National Hou!>ing 
Corp. Award for outstanding work between 
National Representatives and Housing Corp. 
members. 
Department of 
Chemistry 
Colloquium 
Dr. Maritltllte Wessllng ·R•uaick 
Rorwud Sclwol of Pub& HeoW. 
Wedn~J, Octobu 6, 1993 
11:15 AM 
Goddard HaD 311 
.tnll Nm~mhcr there \\tll.l d"play. nrg.tn11cd 
by I ur.t llrlll:d. 111 01"111 m;ucrt.tb 111 the Ioyer 
elf the Wfll C1urdlln I illr.tr) On Octnher J?. 
\\'Jll l:nglt'h Pruk"or I .tura J McnrJ~' " til 
Jl<~rlt~ tp.th: 111 a n: .tdmg .mil p;mcl dr,cu-.\lcm 11f 
Ohun· .. ' 'ort.. ;II the \vurcc,tcr fli,tun~.:al \lu· 
'cum t\nJ un Nm cmhc.:r -l, \\PI "ill hu't ,, 
rc.allang !'I) Jl(lcl Ruhc:rt Crcclcy uf h" ll\\ n 
wnrh ,tnJ thu'c nf Charll!s Ol'iun 111 Ncwdl 
Hall, At\\.ttcr Kent fhc Creclc:y rcaJtng j, 
o,pcln,orcd h) the Wl'l "'tudcnt Actl\·tue-. Fund, 
the llumunllte' Ocpartrncnt, and the Wurcc\· 
tcr Cuunty l'uetry A''>ncr.ltion. 
Other -.pnn~ur" and particrpantc; in the Swcd· 
Library opens 
October exhibit 
Fxhthah 111 the (culler) (3rd Ooor)· Matn 
Street. Wnrcc't\:r 
Phntograph' h) Stu Pnmcro) . 
Another luuk at Stu Pnmcmy ·o; 1990 rhutu· 
graph~ nf \cenc\ alnng M.un Street, from 
Wch~tcr S4u.rre to I incoln Square. 
Oct. 1-31. 
In the VeMthule: Charles 01!-.on - Hi, t.ifc 
and Poetry. 
Matcnal<. from Gordon Lrbrary's Spccaal 
Collection highlight the work of the Worcc\lcr 
hom puct 
October I - November 30. 
Library !lour\ M-F 8am·ll pm; Sat 8am-
9pm; Sun.: Noon-llpm. 
phone: (508) 831-54 10. 
Campus food drive 
announcement 
Attention WPI community. Staning on 
Sept 27 and runmng through to October 14 
will be a Food Drive nrgan11ed by Lambda Cht 
Alpha. Thl\ hlC>d Dnvc has been orgam1ed ao, 
a conteM to maxtmilc: involvement Tht~ con· 
test will be open to all hall floors, clubs, and 
fraterniti es/sororilles. Whoever raise!> the larg· 
est amount of conned food will win $200 cash. 
Each participating grour must raise a mini-
mum of 2oth~ of canned food to be eligible fur 
the pri1e. On October 14, all canned good'> 
<;hould be brought down to the Lnmbda Cht 
Alpha hou!>c on It\ Elbndge Street hy 'i p.m 
Any question' about the Food Dnve !>hould be 
mailed to Patricio. Sullivan. Box 1289. 
Data-Link Computer Center 
486SX-25 4MB RAM/135MB HD w/SVGA Monitor 
only $1499 
"The Ulrimate Solution for Hardware & Software" 
l\lnnd.1~ In I· nc..by 
''am 111 hpm 
146 Highland Street, Worcester 
757-6556 
Saturday 
lJam to 2pm 
. . . From The Books ! 
"h \m~:n~an fc-.11\lrtrc, rndudc " '"'mpllnn. 
< l.rrt.. . Wurce-.ll:r \t,llc Anna M.tri .t l'ollcgc, 
I rimt\ l uthcran Churd1 .tnd th•· \m~m:.tn 
Anllqu.man SncrCI}' A nll"'l'otl, "Tht RO) .11 
Wctrce,tcr cor,ct Cnmfloll1} .. \\Ill be part uf the 
u: lchrallnn,, J'> v.c:ll a<o J tnur n f Swcdto,h 
ccmc.:h!rtl:l>, and a 'i'll fmm the B"hnp nf 
\ h>et..hnlm, Rc' crcnd I lcnnt.. \' enung,~un. 
At nne umc Wnrcc-.tcr hac.J the l;~rgc .. t Sv.cd-
"h 111tpul.aunn nl an) ell) ca't uf Chrcago. 
I argc numb~r' nf <;\\cdc' inrll.tll) came as 
tndu,tn.tl y,mJ..c.:"· and qutclo. l) Ill tnto hfe here 
NEWSPEAK HUMOR 
\\ ithuut r~hnqu"h'"l! thctr cultuml u.lcn111y. 
Thctr lu,rury '' tncxtrrcahl) hoked w thut ut 
Wurce<otcr 11\clf, and tn maJnr inuu .. tru:' lit..c 
Nortnn Company. "Cia 1111 Amerika. The 
Swede' '" Wurc~:<ote r, IMtiS-1 (}1/1" trace\ the 
Swedeo, · contnbution!> a~ well a!> thctr quanda-
rie' 111 th~: New World The cxhibillnn receiVed 
maJnr fundmg from the National Fndowmcnt 
for the llumJntiiC\ and contnbutllln'> from 
hu,rne.,,c, .md tndtvtduals '" Worcester. 
1-m more infmmauon, cont.tCI Prnfe~<;or 
Laura Mentdc'>, llumantlle!> DcpJrtmt:nt. 
O.LY >00 CAN PA£V£Nf FORESl FIR£$'8 
Philler 
Eggs and Hamsters - Who eats, and who gets eaten 
by- Lour~/ and Guintt·~r~ 
Times they arc a changtng at WPI Not m the way that the Blue Rthbon Task Force cnvtston-. 11, 
but the wa) shaap C) cd, wn:t..it <,ma.tht WPI l>tudcnts sec rt. (Patented Woostah !>peak) 
Do tht'> simple e\pcrimcnt· 
fmd a copy nf rh~ r wn I ower' logo. l.onk on lcucrhcruh. bChool ~ignl>. etc. Bastcally .1ny 
college propaganda. 
l Nnw. lnnk <tt the lime nn the clod What tame a-. 11'1 
1 <;ume people doing thi' link e\putmcnt will rc\pnnd 4:110, of cour'c Other; wrll o,ay. ahout 
1 OY \\'ho ·' nght'! 
.... bnd .mother htgo .md rcrcat \lcp I ( ~top alter .J few lime,, we don't \\JOI cs m3JOI"'i 
wmpLumng of infmrte lnclp' 111 th io, culumn) 
Yuu 'huulll he ahlc tn find hnth lime' tf you lnnt.. hurd cnuugh. \\ 'hat i the \ignificancc 11f thi' 
d"''''Cf) '! 'nt much, re.rll) Ju,t kmc.J.t ' \\cird 
\\ e lltd cxtcn.,l\c rc,e.th:h, (C\tcnw•c "a rd..ttive term) .tnc.J m.Jc.Jc a lbtmg of the places where 
c.u.:h time rs 'hown. 
ii.QQ 
A II srlrcml lt·uerlu:ads 
Courrr Catalog 
f>urJ.m~: Lot Sign.s 
J.i.!!2 
Nt~~ptak o\1astlread 
WPI Postf!r 
Both lime~ arc found on official WPI mate-
rial. It seem' that whenever the Two Tower<; 
are shown a~> o ~llhnucuc, the ttme read~ 4 00. 
In more dct;ulcd drawing,, the time: IS 3·0CJ. 
Why i' thi \ so'! 
EVE.RY MQNVA Y 
Free lessons 
7:30 -9:00p.m. 
£.VERY WFO\FSD \) 
Ladies Night 
Once, tht'> mean thai the designer'> of the Two 
Tower\ cnuld nut figure out how to rcprc,cnt 
J 119 rn a "lhnucttc form '! Or ts thi\ a ...cerci 
government !'l•ll IU render future top engtnccr ... 
hclple'' "llh cnnfu~u,n'~ Why pack c11hcr ume 
at all'~ What "the co,mtc ~ignaficancc uf ~ 00 
and '\IN'' What'' 'tl .. ,pecral ·about "SpectJI 
Sauce"·• 
II .all)llOC knll\\\ h•r sure. (a!luutthc clnct..s. 
nut "\pl!~t.tl \,lllcc", well, tf yuu kmm that tun) 
nr h;" other tJUC1.111ll1' regardtn~:t uthcr nc\\ ~­
\\Clrthy (lli;W-.\\ mth) " abo rcl.lll\'c) J\llCCI' 
tmp~r.tta\'l to thl' v.cll·)'lcrn!,t 1 1 the Wl'l wrn 
111111111\ l111 "' hl ul\a, pk.t'c Jr111' .1 nc•t.: 
.tddr.~'"'" Ill l'lulkr c tl SC\\,PC<tk n •• , ::7tKI 
"'"' 01 h tnd\ -d.rnd) rntcr l'ampu' m.ulho\ II 
Stlntutnc .111 r~'l'tllld \\ tlh the :.rn.,,n·r I 1 tht!o 
pcrplnrn • &nne pruhh:m, ''c II h 'urc tn 
.rnnounu th~ r~\cl,tthll1 hl the.:\\ 111l"Oilli11Unll\ 
Monday Midnight ~unchies 
I OJOY FREE food ill Mtdnlghl 
Rt1CCI\'C 21'7r off for t';ld\ l.ldy c1t 
your t.-tble. Gmup ... nt i womt•n 
shnot ft,r FRl ft 
Open 1 d.ays 'til 2 .a.m. 
21 .and over Weds. - SoaL 
508-852-2121 • 454 Grove Street, \Von:t•sh•r 
B 
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COMMENTARY 
So here's my advice for the day: 
read a newspaper. No doubt you 'II 
be completely unsurprised at the 
amount of violence and general nas-
tiness that comes up in the pages. I'd 
like to think that a good chunk of 
those problems are caused by really 
poor communication skills ... but 
sometimes my pessimistic side 
blames it on human nature; a not 
entirely fair assumption, to be sure. 
After all, who can analyze human 
nature objectively? Think about that 
one ... 
Back to the point I was going to 
make. Violence and competition are 
inescapable components of life; or at 
least it certainly seems that way. 
Capitalism is taking root in the world 
at large, and the old ways are rapidly 
falling prey to the new, as it should 
be. It's easy to attribute this sort of 
thing to a general abstract concept 
like "human nature," especially when 
it happens on such a large scale. 
There is, however, a vital distinction 
that must be made before one can 
make such a generalization - this 
being, of course, the difference be-
tween the purpose and the means. 
War is, of course, the means. It's 
not exactly proper to say that man 
has a "warlike" nature, though the 
competitive element is still there. 
by St~phen Brown 
Prolulllnt Campus Ministry 
Where I come from in Southern 
Ohio is pretty conservative country. 
The people there &re Ronald Reagan 
and Rush Limbaugh fans. Tobacco 
chewing starts when you are 10 and 
a pick up truck with a riOe rack in the 
window is the preferred mode of 
transponation. "You all" is pro-
nounce "y' all" and the newest tech-
nology is the colored television. 
In the midst of this sea of conser-
vatism is Yellow Springs, Ohio where 
Antioch College is. Yellow Springs 
is permanently stuck in the 60's; the 
stores, the coffee houses, the way 
people dress, the politics are vintage 
counter culture which Antioch Col-
lege mirrors in many ways. Antioch 's 
latest cutting edge experience is a 
new campus policy concerning rape, 
NEWSPEAK 
Prometheus Speaks: 
War And A Piece (Of The Action) 
But to say that war is a part of human 
nature is to blur the line between 
what man docs and why he docs it. 
War is only a method by which we 
settle our differences, albeit vio-
lently. Settling conflict can be, and 
is, done in much easier ways, al-
though most often and most unfortu-
nately, violence is the quickest route 
to getting things done. The impor-
tant thing to note here is that I merely 
said quickest • I did not say most 
efficient, or most moral, or anything 
else. A favorite quote of mine from 
the late Isaac Asimov claims, "Vio-
lence is the last resort of the incom-
petent." When he was asked then 
why there was so much violence in 
the world, he simply replied " Be-
cause there is so much incompe-
tence." 
A very cool guy. He is sorely 
missed. 
At any rate, this is meant to be a 
forward looking article, so I'm done 
being reflective. I envision lots of 
interesting things happening in the 
not-so-distant future. In this past 
decade, we've seen more revolution-
ary political change than we ever 
have before· the Soviet Union, Ger-
many reunifying, and now peace in 
the Middle East. Why is this happen· 
ing? What events are occurring in 
the world to force these people to 
change their ways? 
Easily the most prominent of these 
changes Is the economic situation of 
the world; the shift towards a global 
economy is a hard one to make 
cleanly. Agreements like the North 
American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA), and other changes in trade 
status arc causing major :.hifts in the 
precarious balance of economic 
power; though to call it a balance 
doelln 't accurately reOcct the Amen-
can domination of the world market 
·even though the United States is not 
the fastest growing economy in the 
world (I think P.R China is now), it is 
still the richest and most inOuential. 
So economy is 011e of, if not the 
biggest of, the factors in this increas-
ing social change. Another good one 
is the increasing pace of technology. 
When the coup was occurring in Rus-
sia, the most important task was to 
keep information circulating, to pre-
vent the usurping heads of state from 
clamping down on the press and con-
trolling all sources of information. 
Literally, the battle was lost to the 
instigators of the coup because of the 
fax machine. A country liberated it-
selfbccause of a fn machjne. That's 
a statement to be reckoned with. 
The realization to be made from 
all this is a fairly obvious one. What 
is the most powerful driving force in 
the world today? Who is responsible 
for all this societal change? Why is 
all this happening? The answer is 
simple. The most inOuential force in 
the world, as it has been for some 
time now, is the consumer. Yes, the 
consumer. What the consumer docs 
determines the fate of the world. No 
kidding. Capitalism, the winning 
ideology, says that the market is 
moved by the consumer, and compe-
tition is the only way to woo him. If 
you don't believe me, pick up any 
macroeconomic text and look up the 
percent of national income consumer 
spendiog take up • if I recall prop-
erly, it's something between 60% to 
70%. Really. 
The role of the consumer shifts 
dramatically in a world economy • as 
new markets open up overseas, op· 
portunities arise for all classes in 
every country. P.R China appears to 
be the most promising of these unex-
plored economic territories • over a 
billion new consumers just waiting 
to spend their cash on foreign goods. 
The importance of this fundamental 
shift is not being lost on our world 
leaders. Well... most of them any-
way. No economic package is going 
to get our country back on its feel 
Just a Thought 
What is this thing called rap{!? 
sexual assault, and harassment. 
The new policy not only defines 
these terms, but also goes to lengths 
to describe what is meant by con-
sent. Consent, the policy says, is 
not something to be assumed, con-
sent is not silence; it is nQ1 the ab-
sence of "no." Yes is not said with 
your eyes or your body, it is said 
yerba!ly. This policy, created by the 
student at Antiock, says, "Verbal 
consent should be obtained with each 
new level of physical and/or contact/ 
conduct in any given interaction re-
gardless of who initiates it." 
A quick reaction to reading that 
policy is to wonder if a guy has to 
give a girl a written application just 
to hold her hand. And if two people 
become emotionally and physically 
caught up in a moment of passion, 
does this new policy suggest that 
they must stop and refer to the Stu-
dent Handbook to see how or if they 
can keep going. One almost pictures 
a scene where before heading out for 
a date, one must not only check to see 
if they look good and have a condom, 
but do they remember the rules and 
stipulations as to how one obtains 
permission if there is to be a sexual 
encounter. "Forgot your Handbook, 
sorry, the date is off!" 
Ridiculous, sure. But the new 
policy at Antioch ought to raise a 
question in all of our minds: What do 
we mean by consent? When is a 
woman, or a man, giving the person 
they are with consent to become sexu-
ally involved? For by any definition 
you can come up with, engaging in 
sex against a person's will is rape. If 
we cannot agree on what consent 
means in a re lationship, then what do 
we mean by rape ... or sex ual 
assault .... or harassment? 
to sexual abuse will be taken less 
seriously if the term hanssment is 
used for whatever makes a person 
feel uncomfortable and date npe is 
used to describe any regrettable or 
equivocal sexual encounter." Roiphe 
believes that indiscriminately equat-
ing sexual confusion with sexual co-
ercion trivializes the eJCperience of 
women who are genuinely assaulted. 
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again -at least not until we recognize 
that we aren't the only economy out 
there. Perhaps NAFTA will change 
that, perhaps it won't. But one can 
definitely emphasize the importance 
of it, no matter where one thinks it 
may go. 
I envision this fundamenta l shift 
manifesting in a very unorthodox 
way. The nations are already begin-
ning to exhibit signs of it • we're 
moving away from using "war" to 
settle our differences. As I said 
before, the reasons are two: technol-
ogy has advanced to the point where 
we can easily conduct a war from our 
living room • there's President 
Clinton who's so fond of using re-
mote Tomohawk missles to bomb 
selective targets. War is becoming 
remote, but not only that; it's becom-
ing impractical. Why waste the re-
sources? The other reason is eco-
nomic; we can now conduct our set-
tling business in the marketplace • 
the conOict is moving from the battle-
field to the mall. Red China is build-
ing a mJill on the spot where Mao Tse 
Tung hid during their war years. If 
that's not a sign of the future, I don't 
know what is. 
Horse Hockey! All persons are 
sexual beings and desire sexual rela· 
tionships. It is what we do with those 
desires and how we act on our pas-
sions that distinguish between lov-
ing someone and assaulting them. 
Antioch 's new policy and the current 
discussions point us to a truth we 
should know about all aspects of our 
relationships. Anytime you force 
yourself upon another person you 
tear away that person's dignity and 
self-esteem. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
In a new book, The Morning Af. 
w, Katie Roiphe points to dilemmas 
that such confusion can bring. "The 
suffering of women who are subject 
That is all well and good for Katie 
Roiphe, but what may be confusion 
for her may be harassment for an-
other person. Is there one common 
and acceptable definition of what 
consent, rape, harassment, and sexual 
assault mean? (Beyond the legal 
definitions) At a recent workshop, 
the speaker said that whatever oc-
curs after a pe rson has said no is a 
sexual assault. But the speaker was 
clear that both people who are in-
volved need to be responsible for 
what occurs. I agree. Such an atti· 
tude gets us away from the old myths 
that "Men want sex, women don't. ... 
men are hunters, women the hunted." 
To assume that verbally aslcing your 
partner whether he/she is comfortable 
with what you would like to do with 
them is more than just being nice to 
them is to reduce that relationship 
below a human relationship. It is the 
human characteristic of decency and 
trust that raises us above the rest of the 
animals. To do otherwise, to act purely 
on animal instincts, ought to allow 
one to be treated like an animal, not a 
human. So ask first: it is the human 
thing to do. 
Rubella confirmed at WPI 
To the WPI Community: 
This letter is to inform you there 
has been a confirmed case of Rubella 
(German Measles) on our campus. 
Rubella is a mild illness that is 
moderately contagious disease, rarely 
lasting more than 3 days. It is spread 
through the air when an infectious 
individual coughs, sneezes or talks. 
Symptoms may include feve r, mal-
aise, runny nose and a fine pink rash 
on the face, upper body and extremi-
ties. Treatment consists of symptom-
atic relief. 
Rubella is of concern mainly to of 
those who you have not been immu-
nized, may be pregnant or are 
immunocompromised. People born 
after 1957 should have been immu-
nized and should not be susceptible. 
High risk individuals such as pregnant 
women and immunocompromised in-
dividuals should contact their personal 
physicians. 
JoAnn Van Dyke R.N., 
Director of Health Servius 
James B. Han.shaw M.D. 
Medical Director 
CDC thanks the community 
To the Editor: 
Many thanks for the time and effort 
of all the faculty who attended the 
Career Pair Brunch and worked on 
Career Day Panels. Your continued 
efforts in assisting our students are 
much appreciated. 
We would like to say thank you, 
merci, and plauditis to Office Ser· 
vices. As prepared as we tried to be 
with Career Day, we got a much larger 
response than the previous year, thus 
necessitating last minute rush orders 
for more copies of several pieces of 
literature we needed to hand out; not 
just once, but several times the day 
before Career Day. We know each of 
the other departments did the same. 
All requests were handled with kind· 
ness, counesy and promptness. They 
are a quality group of people to work 
with. Ann Schlickmann can well be 
proud of her pleasant, efficient staff. 
Once again, our sincere thanks. 
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GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
Ongoing events from the Graduate 
Student Organization GSO: 
• Next GSO Meeting (29 SepL 1993) 
Bring yourself, and bring your 
friends. The last meeting had a great 
turnout, and if we keep it up we' ll have 
to look for a larger room! We want 10 
hear your input on issues of that the 
GSO should tackle. 
We also need for you to step for-
ward and help out by becoming a rep· 
resentative for your depanment. Reps 
help the GSO to both hear the com-
plaints and comments of the student 
body, as well as carry back informa-
tion to your colleagues in your depart-
ment. 
COMMENTARY 
As many users have heard, WPI has 
been having a problem with storage space. 
The disks were tilling up, making work 
nigh-impossible at times. To reduce the 
crisis, it was decided that the base quota 
be dropped from 2.5Me~ to 1.5Megs, 
which is still a large increase over the 
quotas of a few years back. Users who 
were near their old limit may have sud-
denly found themselves over quota. 111e 
only way to bring yourself back under 
quota, and avoid your acoount locking 
up, is to remove old files. The last TFM 
on PT'P outlines how this is done. 
Another measure taken was the an-
nual removal of old accounts. On 
Wednesday, September 22, the aooounts 
of those who have left WPI were re-
moved from the system. This has no 
affect on the majority of users, except for 
those who have aliases to programs in 
accounts that a.re now gone. If you 
receive error messages on login, or when 
tJying to execute oommands you have 
been using. and you didn't receive the 
messages prior to Wednesday, chanocs 
are you have such arulias. You will need 
to remove defunct aliases, or replace 
them with new ones if the programs were 
moved. Aliases are nonnally located in 
the .cshrc or .login files. The Help Desk 
can show you how to change your aliases 
if you are unsure how to do it yourself. 
News is a system in which USCfS from 
across the nerworks can post articles on 
a wide variety of subjects for olher users 
to read. There are many groups divided 
into separate hierarchies to make it easier 
to find what you are looldng for. II may 
be confusing at first, but it really only 
takes a few days to have a good working 
lcnowledge of the system, and in a few 
weeks it will be second nature. You 
cannot only post original articles, but 
also post follow-up articles to existing 
posts, or send email to the author of a 
post. Newsgroups range from the tedmi-
cal, sci.aeronauties, to the creative, 
rec.arts.anime.stories, to the odd, 
alt.disconfia. There are 61 groups dedi-
cated to different areas of life at wpi 
(wpi. • groups) alone. There is a good 
chanoe that there is a newsgroup for 
whatever interests you. 
There are many prog18mS that allow 
you to aca:ss the Usenet ncwsgroups, 
generally referred to as news readers. 
The most common is ' m,' but I've seen 
' t:m' and 'lin' growing in popularity. 
I've been using ' m' for years now, but 
over the past few weeks I've switched to 
'tm'. I've also been testing out ' tin', 
which is an elm-like interface for news. 
Another popular reader is 'gnus' which 
is called from within emacs. However, 
rm still learning it myself and I'm not 
qualified to write about it Maybe in a 
future column, or if a gnus-guru would 
lilce 10 write an entJy. I 'II start with 'm' 
and 'tm' as the are closely related and 
common. 
To run 'm' simply enter 'm' at your 
prompt. The first time you do so you will 
see a greeting scn:cn, read it, it'll make 
thin~ easier. Some of the entries will 
refer 10 ' t:m'. That is because 'tm' is an 
expansion of 'm' and they share many 
files. After the greeting you will be 
prompted on a list of newsgroups. asking 
whether or not to subscribe 10 them. 
Entering 'y' will subscribe to the group 
and prompt you for a location. For now 
• APSA meeting with the Tru tees 
(15 October 1993) 
The Trustees run this school, and 
they want a small group of grads to 
come forward to help give them a feel 
for the graduate student body. So 
we ' re looking for 4-5 students, 
preferrably with a good number of 
new 1st year graduate students. 
Contact Mike Shipulski at 
ship@wpi or elCt5117 
• Health Care 
A Health Care survey is being de· 
veloped by Mike Shipulski, our presi-
dent. Thanks to our committee volun· 
tccrs Jerome Kirby and Glecn Virball. 
If you have suggestions, or would like 
to help our, contact Mike Shipulski at 
just press return and let m place it for you. 
'n' will not subscribe to the group. 'Y' 
will subscribe to ALL groups, which, as 
I write this, is a total of 2,737 groups 
available at WPI. (l wouldn't use •y• if 
I were you ... ) 'N' will leave you 
unsubscribed to all of the groups. My 
advice is 10 pick a time when you have a 
couple of hours and go through the groups 
with 'y' and 'n', subscribing to the ones 
that catch your interest 
You'll notice that the commands are 
in a box, like '[ynYN)'. Throughout oil 
of the levels 'm' places the common 
commands in a box like this. The most 
rommon is the first one, and space bar 
wi ll automatically select it Pressing 'h' 
will always bring up online help, a good 
key to remember. 'm' will aeate a few 
'.m•' files for the program's use, also 
created is the '.newsrc' which contairts a 
list of the newsgroups. 'm' uses this file 
to determine whkh groups you are sub-
scribed to, which ones to skip, and what 
order to acc:css them in. From time to 
time new groups are created, and they 
will show up when you run 'm'. You'll 
be prompted for subscribing to these 
groups in the same way as you were the 
first time you used 'm'. Once you have 
oompleted the news group seledion, and 
each time you run m from then on, it will 
present you with the groups that you are 
subscribed to and which contain unread 
articles. 
When you enter there will be a brief 
list of the top few subscribed groups and 
the number of articles in each, followed 
by ooe line with the number of unread 
articles in the first group in line, ending 
with •- read now? [ynq]'. 'y' or space 
will read the first article in the group, 'n' 
will skip to the next grou.p with news, and 
'q' will quit out of news. 
In addition 10 the listed selections are 
many more, I'll covera few now. 'u' will 
unsubscribe you from the group. 'c' will 
'catch up' the group, or mark everything 
as read. 'N' will go to the next newsgroup, 
whether or not it has any unread news. 'p' 
and ' P' arc like 'n' and 'N' except for the 
previous group. 'g group.name' will go 
to the named group, if it is currently 
unsubscribed it will ask you to subscribe. 
This is also how you can add new groups. 
' L' will list your .newsrc. 'a pattern' will 
add groups containing 'pattern' in thei r 
name, for example 'a aero' would add 
'sci.aeronautics' and 
'sci.aeronautics.airliners' to your .newsrc. 
'=' will list the current articles' subjects, 
the article number first If you wish to 
read a specific article you can enter that 
article's number. 
If you read the article the first thing 
you will see is the header. The header 
contains information such as the author, 
the groups the post can be found on, the 
date it was made, etc. Following this is 
the body of the article. The body is the 
actual post entered by the user. If the post 
is more than one screen long, a bar will 
appear at the bottom displaying '-
MORE-("%)' where' • • is the percent· 
age you've seen so far. Press the space 
bar to see more. 
At the bottom of the post you have a 
bar that shows the current article num-
ber, the total number in the group, and 
then a choioe of(npq.J. 'n', or space. will 
go to the next unread article, ' N' will go 
to the next article, and "'N' will go to the 
next article with the same subject. 'p', 
'P', and "'P' are the same but going 
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hip@wpi or cxr5177 
• Campus Center 
If you have suggestions for the Cam-
pus Center, the GSO wants to hear 
it. Thanks to our volunteers to help Laura 
Paciorck in the Campus Center Commit· 
tee: Kozl Eledu, Chris Scarpino, Aditya 
Oocl, Andrew Parker, and John 
Dunkclbcrg. For details. rontact Laura 
TFM 
Reading News 
backwards. '=' works the same as above. 
•r will allow you to submit a follow-up 
article ro the group, without including 
any text from the article you are follow-
ing up. 'F' is follow-up, but including 
the text of the article. ' r' and ' R' are 
similar, but they send email directly 10 
the author of the post. 's' allows you to 
save the article. You can simply enter's' 
and allow m to place the article in a folder 
in your News directory with the name of 
the group. You can choose to usc mail-
box formal [y], a plain file [n], or quit the 
save rq j. Mailbox format is compatible 
with mail and elm, and you can use them 
to read the tile and send email to the 
author of the post as with normal mail. 
Alternatively, you can use 's path' and 
the file will be saved via the path entered, 
such as's -!principia'. 'b' backs up one 
page. 'j' while reading an a.rricle will 
junk it, or mark it as read. 'm • will mark 
an article as unread, to save it for later. 
'k'will kill thecunentsubject thread. 'q' 
will quit outofthegroup. '=', 'c', and 'u' 
are the same as above. 
'tm' is very similar to 'm', being a 
'threaded' version of 'm'. Threads are a 
chain of articles that share the same 
subject. 't:m' automatically follows the 
threads. Upon entering ' tm' the inter-
face will look nearly identical except that 
there is a new choice, (+ynqj. You can 
use all of the standard 'm' commands in 
' tm', I' ll cover the additions. 
If you use '+ •, or space, you will enter 
the thread selector. This is the biggest 
difference from 'm'. The unread articles 
in the group are listed vertically. At the 
left side of the screen is a rolumn of 
alpha-numerics which refer to each 
thread. Next to those is a list of the 
posters' names, the number of posts in 
that thread, and finally the subject of the 
thread. You can move up the list with 'p' 
and down with 'n', or use the a.rrow keys. 
Space will display the next screen of 
selections if there is one, otherwise it will 
begin reading. '<'and'>' will move to 
the previous and next pages, respec-
tively. You can select a thread directly 
by using the keyed alpha-numeric. • .' 
will toggle a groups selection, a '+' will 
appear next to the alpha-numeric when a 
group is selected. '=' will toggle be-
rwcen the thread selector and an indi-
vidual article selector. This way you can 
choose to read an entire thread or specific 
articles. <CR> (rerum) will begin read-
ing the selected articles. 'k' or ',' will 
mark the thread or article as killed, a'-' 
will appear nelCIIO the alpha-numeric for 
a killed thread or article. '@' will toggle 
all of the selectiorts displayed with a'+'. 
'X' will mark all unselected aJticles as 
read and begin reading the selected ar-
ticles. 'c' will catch up the group, as in 
•m•. 
Once you have started reading. it will 
look much like ' m', except that the 
thread tree will be displayed in the upper 
right hand comer. The normal 'm' com-
mands wm also work 31 this point, in 
addition 'tm' adds the following oom-
mands. '_N' and '_P' will go to the next 
andpreviousarticlesinnumericsequenoc, 
respecrively. '<' and '>', browse the 
previou.Ynext selected thread or subject. 
' (' and']', proceed to the left/right in the 
anicle tree, also lefVright arrow keys. • {' 
and '} •, go to the root/leaf of the article 
tree. '(' and ')',go to the previous/next 
related article, also up/down arrow keys. 
There are many moo: commands in 
Paciorck at ljp@wpi, or ext5792. 
• Parking Issues 
What is the problem? What's the 
solution? If you have ideas, please 
contact Marc Gomez-Casscres at 
marcgc@wpi, or ext5722. 
• UnCover and the Library 
Your comments and suggestions on 
the reorgani1.ation of UnCover charges 
are sought by the GSO. Contact 
oconnor@'wpi, or ext5792. 
• Orientation Feedback 
What did you think of the Orienta-
tion for new grads and T As? Whm 
would you like 10 see different? Con-
tact marcgc@wpi, or ext5722. 
• M2C Shullle Runs 
Those with classes at the Mass 
both 'm' and ' tm' which arc shown •:ia 
'h', and explained more fully with ' man 
(t)m', but the above commands will 
cover most situations. It may seem 
ronfusing, but you need not memorize 
all of the rommands. Both programs 
will walk you through the steps via the 
boxed choices in the lower bars. It may 
be simpler for new users 10 stan with 'm' 
and move on to ' lm' once they arc 
comfortable with the basic rommands. 
Net news is informative, entertaining, 
educational... it's a form of communica-
tion different from any other. You can 
keep track of the latest for your major, or 
your hobbies, the groups are there for 
you to take advantage of. I meant to 
cover tin this week, but the column is 
already huge. So I put it off, it'll give me 
more time to play with iL 
There are some basic rules, or 
netiquene, to be followed. The group 
news.announce.newusers should be read 
by those new to the networks for a good 
description of what is acceptable. How-
ever,there are some basics that are com-
mon· sense. A good strategy for new 
users is to read news for a few weeks 
without posting. Just observe the way 
things are done. In addition, many groups 
have Frequently Asked Ouestiorts lists, 
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Miroclcctronics Center in Westborough 
can now Ulkc a Consonium Shunle to 
and from class, thanks to prompt action 
by Provost Apelian and Prof. Durgin. 
The shunle leaves at 5:00pm from in 
front of Sanford Riley Hall on Monday, 
Tuesday, and Thursday. There is an-
other Consortium shunle running at about 
the same rime, so make sure you're on 
the right one. If you have questiorts or 
comments, contact John Dunkelbcrg at 
johndunk@wpi, or ext5323. 
• Electronic GSO lnfonn.ation 
If you have questions about the gso, 
feel free to contact the gso at gso@wpi. 
Reaction will be faster if you do it by 
email, but if you must, the phone num-
ber is ext5393. 
or FAQs, which are posted monthly. The 
FAQs are also available on ncws.answcrs. 
These lists answer the questions rom-
monty asked on the group, questions 
which have probably been answered 
countless times already. They're de-
signed to bring a new user up to speed 
without them having to repost all the old 
questions. 
Each group has a topic. When posting 
to a group, plea.c;e make sure your posts 
falls within the topic of the group. If it 
doesn't, look for a different group. When 
you join a group, there is no need for a 
"HI, I'M NEW HERE!'' post. If you 
want to point outthnt you're new, simply 
wait until you poston a realtopicandjust 
mention iL Many sites pay for their feed 
(Well, it's part of the bill at WPI...) and 
the greater the volume, the higher the 
cost. So, please, try not to post waste-
fully. DON'T WRITE IN AIL CAPS! 
It's the Usenet equivalent 10 shouting. 
and is ronsidered very impolite. In 
general, just try to be considerate of the 
othef members of the nets. 
As always, if you have any questions, 
please rontact the Help Desk. Email 
box5888, call 831-5888, or mail Box 
5888, with your questions and we'll do 
our best to help you. 
Motoring News 
Street and off-road vehicles 
by James Adusl«tvich 
Last week rovered buying a ge· 
neric used car. This is fine for the 
average driver, however few people 
want just basic transportation. This 
week I'm going to cover buying some-
thing a little more special. There are 
two main branches of specialty ve-
hicles, street vehicles and off-road. 
Both of these can be had fof just a liule 
more money than a regular car. 
With the Worcester winter roming 
upon us, a very practical vehicle 10 
have is a four-wheel drive. As with 
regular cars, look for something com· 
mon, like a Chevy Blazer, Jeep CJ, 
Ford pickup, or anything else that you 
see a lot of. Besides their proven 
reliability and low parts cost, there arc 
many more customizing pans avail· 
able. (some newer vehicles, like the 
Amigo, don't even have lift kits avail-
able) In addition to the guidelines for 
buying a regular car, there are a few 
more things to look out for. Jack up the 
tires one at a time and rotate them back 
and fol1h, while looking for play in the 
joints. If there is any visible play, that 
joint will have to be replaced. These 
are not that expensive (usually S I 0 to 
$100 depending on the type of vehicle 
and type of joint) but replacement is 
difficult (if you're doing it yourself) or 
expensive (if someone else is doing 
it). While the vehicle is jacked up, 
look carefully at the frame for cracks 
or other damage. These vehicles have 
a tendency to be abused. While test 
driving the vehicle, be sure to put it 
into four-wheel drive in both high and 
low range. (since this is one of the 
main purposes of the vehicle, be sure 
that it works) Some whining from the 
transfer case is normal when in low 
range. Finally, since these vehicles 
are used in winter, be sure to look for 
rust where road salt is kicked up by the 
tires. Avoid extremely lifted trucks, 
as they quickly destroy U-joints and 
have a number of handling problems. 
Also, if winter driving ability is your 
goal, avoid wide tires or get another 
set of narrow tires. The wide tires have 
a tendency to float on top of the snow, 
while the narrow tires cut through to 
the pavement below. 
Street vehicles are much easier to 
deal with. They have virtually the 
same drivelinc components as regular 
cars, with much the same problems. 
The main vehicles to avoid are the 
unrommon ones (like Opels, TVRs. 
Edsels, etc) and cars with a name (e.g. 
Porsche, Corvette, BMW, etc.). Tho 
pans for these are often difficult to 
find and prohibitively elCpensive. The 
best idea is to buy a fairly rommon 
performance car (Camaro, Mustang, 
Datsun Z car, MGB, etc.) and custom-
ize it to your preference. Parts for 
these cars are readily available at any 
speed shop, junk yard, or swap meet. 
If you are more interested in looks, 
there are other optiorts like VW Bugs., 
low-rider pickups, or anything else 
that catches your eye. 
If you are buying a pre-modified 
vehicle, there are a few things to look 
out for. lowered vehicles sometimes 
can not be aligned properly; have this 
checked. A lot of people also do not 
know how to properly modify a motor; 
mismatched components are very com· 
mon. Make sure you hear the motor 
stan when it is both hot and cold. 
Watch fordrivability and fuel economy, 
COI'IIinued on page 10 
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CLUB CORNER 
A<I>Q 
Hi all! Well, we all survived another week 
on this here farm known as Woostah 
Polytecknick lnsta-toot (I think that's how it 's 
spelled) ... next weekend is Party at Marc's, to 
which people are coming from as far away as 
Iowa. Weill hope I survived presenting you all 
with the Conclave Bid, if all went well us and 
Alpha Gamma Beta (Clark) are gonna have 200 
of our closest friends from Section 94/96 here 
in October of 1994. See your newsleller for a 
mile long list of events as things swing into 
high gear. If you did not get one contact Mr. 
Subliminal by email (apo@wpi) and one will 
be forwarded to you. Oh congratulations to our 
pledges you nrc a fine bunch of people. Scary 
thing is that you are 9:1 female and this school 
is 5:1 male .... Now for my shout outs: Pledges: 
Hi ladies, and guy. Corrine: Come Play cards 
again, just lose one hand this time so we 
actually feel somewhat good at the end of the 
night. Sly and Bri: you guys are gonna join me 
running for SGA! ya! Carol and Dennis: 
Pledging looks to be going well so far. Adam: 
Would you like me to buy you a punching bag 
before we start College Bowl. And in closing: 
Just say Oil YiLFS -JSG (•Hi Meryl•) 
Women's Chorale 
Hello fellow members! I hope you all had a 
wonderful and relaxing weekend! Hopefully, 
all your mid-terms are over and that you all did 
well. Thank you for allending rehearsal last 
Tuesday night. The discussion was extremely 
important and it went VERY well. Great inputs 
by all that expressed their opinions. We stand 
strong ... 
Remember Bagel Day this Thursday (as 
usual). Tell anyone who you see and force it 
into their minds! Great job last Thursday for all 
who had shifts. Thanks for participating on 
your day off from class. 
A final note: Remember who you are and 
never lose your identity. Be proud of what you 
represent to the world. Always respect your-
self; and never let others be disrespectful to 
you. You are VERY important to this world 
and don't let anyone tell you dafferentl!l 
See you all tonight!!! 
Christian Bible Fellowship 
This week has another regular packed sched-
ule of events. Most importantly, our Friday 
night meetings at 7:00 p.m. in Higgins 101. 
Prayer and Share meetings are on Wednesday 
evening at 7:00 in Beckett conference room of 
Fuller Labs. In mentioning Friday, I apologize 
for any confusion resulting from not noting the 
6:00p.m. time of last Friday on Higgins Lawn. 
Tuesday's lunch in Hotel Founders DAKA 
continues to be the AMD Honorary Luncheon 
(for these last three Tuesdays of A term). 
Saturday sports continue to meet in front of 
Alumni Gym at 10:30 a.m. Car pooling to a 
couple churches on Sunday morning happens 
as well. In addition to this, we have a number 
of Bible Studies that meet throughout the week. 
As always, contact Highland Heights at 792-
9483 for more (or more accurate) information. 
In a teller to the church at Ephesus Paul 
writes, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, 
to the believers there: .. Because of his great 
love for us, God, who is rich in mercy, made us 
alive with Christ even when we were dead in 
transgressions - it is by grace you have been 
saved." (Ephesians 2:4-5). God's grace in 
offering salvation to any that are willing to 
receive it is amazing. Unlike a more "com-
mon" action, Christ died for sinners, or people 
who are opposed to God. This is similar to you 
or me giving up our life to save an enemy. But 
because of God's great love, he has offered all 
sinners (all are sinners: Romans 3:23) salva-
tion. But this is not something we automati-
cally receive, rather it is something we must 
ask for: "Yet to all who received him, to those 
who believed in his name, he gave the right to 
become children of God." (John 1:12). If you 
have not received God's great gift, why not do 
so today? God will not tum away anyone who 
comes to him (2 Peter 3:9). 
Glee Club 
Well, it seems the "High on the Hill Top" 
competition is well under way. I think the 
reward for winning the contest should be that 
we all team that version and sing the next time 
we're at Regis. And don't forget that Big 
Brother/Little Brother starts tonight (Tues-
day). All the new members will have to have 
three old members in mind that they think they 
might like as big brothers. Then I will compile 
all these requests using the big mainframes 
down at the CCC. Hopefully they'll be ready 
by Thursday. I mean, we all know how quackly 
you can accomplish things there with the user-
friendly system. I hope for those of you who 
made it out to the 1T at Regis last Friday made 
it back wllh all your limbs a11achci.l . Upon 
NEWSPEAK 
thinking of what to write for this weeks top ten 
list,l instantly think of the contest. What lyrics 
should I write to best describe the women of 
Regis? Well, anyway rewriting their alma 
mater is cool. So, here is the top ten reasons to 
rewrite the Regis alma mater: 
10. There's just not enough bounce in 
the song for Ms. Prichard. 
9. We actually know their alma mater 
better than our own. 
8. We'll have something to laugh about 
the next time they install a new president. 
7 . It seems like it could be a good 
drinking song. 
6. Maybe Louis would accept it as extra 
credit in his theory class. 
5. The nuns would really love us if we 
showed our enthusiasm about their school by 
singing the new version in Italy. 
4. Besides, I don't think anyone's ever 
been high on the hill top. 
3. It would give us experience to re-
write other alma maters like those of Wells, 
Holy Cross and WPI. 
2. The lyrics suck. 
I. There's a lot more going on at Regis 
than " ... fostering goodness". 
Global Affairs Party 
GAP Hi everyone! Congratulations to our 
newly elected Treasurer, Brian Spelman, and 
good luck. GAP and GAEA are planning an-
other joint meeting on this Wed. from 7:30 at 
Salisbury II to continue our discussions on 
recycling, all the students are welcome and 
encouraged to come. If anyone has ideas on 
topics that we could set up as campus discus-
sionS/debates let Hidenori (hidenori@wpi or 
Box 2922) know. Also, if there is something 
you think GAP should focus some attention on, 
we're always open to world issues of concern 
and interest. Stay healthy and happy, we'll see 
you next week. 
Hispanic Students 
Association 
Hello, and welcome to our brand new col-
umn! This is just me trying to get a little break 
from all my homework!! I Talking about breaks., 
wouldn't it be great to all get together and 
throw a huge, massive party to relieve us all 
from the stress of classes? How about a trip to 
New York? Or a week exclusively for us? Or ... 
Hold it! first we have to get together ... 
How about. .. Wednesday 7:00pm in Higgins 
Lab 212. It is going to be a great chance to meet 
all the upperclassmen, yeah! Those weird people 
who have already taken your classes and have 
old tests that they do not know who to give 
them to... Also it is a great chance for the 
uppers to get to know the freshmen and the 
fresher women, ease up it is a joke! Just 
remember only cool people allowed, so if you 
think you are cool enough be there ... and meet 
the coolest people. On the other hand, if you are 
not cool enough, just show up. We are going to 
be so cool that we will leave the door open so 
you can overhear what we are saying ! 
Also thanks for all the people who danced 
for the HSA on Parent's Day: Enith, Leila, 
Jennifer, Flavia, Tony, Carlos and Luis. Also 
thanks for all the people who volunteered. 
BTW how did our Bedsheet V-ball team do? 
Did they make it to this year's .. WPI latin 
A WARDS". I hope you have read last year's!!! 
• Here is a little sample: 
Rank· 
Psycho-athlete of the year (male) 
Nominees: 
Rafael "hulk" ( 7 hour workouts!) 
Gustavo "15 e6 pools, 13 e5 miles and still 
not tired" 
Javier " he actually wakes up at 7:00 am to 
work out" 
Tony "Crew is better than sex with two 
"starving for sex" gorgeous females after a 
month in the desert all by yourself' 
• Note: No, Ricardo clicking the mouse at 
the dec-station is not an sport!ll 
And the winner is ... Chris Music (want to 
know why? read the "WPIIatin AWARDS") 
On that note I' ll say good bye, remember: 
WEDNESDAY 29 7 PM Higgins Lab 212 
Be there or miss the party!! I 
Can't make it or know someone who wants 
to get in our underground mailing list let me 
know at e-mail czapata. 
Lens and Lights 
Now that we're OVER halfway through A· 
term (YIKES!!), we're finally starting to sec 
some new "regulars!" I've heard rumors that 
Fubarhasbeensoldering with GRW the Weird ... 
Upcoming events include a plethora of S I'~ 
(don't you wish all your Sl's could be like the 
ones I crew chief- ast.. Greg if you don't know) 
and the MW Rep :.how, Oct 7-9! Yes, this i!. 
indeed a plug: we co-producer types are always 
looking for some free publicity! Anyway, 
Greg and Chris will need lots of hands and 
wrenches to hang, set up, and focus on the 3rd 
and 4th, so keep your calendars open! I 
So, what exactly is up with the Harrington 
sound system, anyway? 
OK, time for this week's LnL Trivia(!) Ques-
tion. This one is REALLY easy (you've heard 
that one before, right?) and I have even in-
cluded a hint for y'all, so you'd bettor SUB-
MIT!!! 
During an event called "The Long Walk 
Home," a certain current member screwed up 
in a BIG way! To win your cool prize, name the 
offender, the offended part, and THE quote 
from the event; the more information you can 
supply, the better! 
<Hint- A visit to the L+L Museum in the 
Proj. Booth may help you on this one> 
Creative responses, as always, are welcome, 
but they must be submitted via e-mail to 
trek@wpi by 4:30PM on Wednesdays ... 
BONUS question (for those of you who 
want a man's challenge): Several years before 
"Long Walk Home," someone else destroyed a 
similar part. Name him, and you have named 
the part .. well, sort of... 
Meetings: HL224, Wednesdays at 5:10PM ; 
Beckett Conference Room, Fuller Labs, Mon-
days at 5: I OPM. 
Society for Medieval Arts 
and Sciences 
Sorry, I forgot last week. Anyway, we are 
the Society for Medieval Arts and Sciences. 
That is, mostly the art and science of fighting, 
but there is some information given about 
medieval social conduct and "garb"-or medi-
eval clothing. This Society is part of a larger 
Live Role Playing Game in New England called 
the Realms. For the better part of the year, 
there are "events", usually on Saturdays, where 
a bunch of people involved in the Realms will 
get together in garb, and have fun . 
We elected officers two weeks ago, and the 
winners are: 
President- Jared Buzzby 
Vice President- Chuck Saling 
Treasurer- Chris Davis 
Secretary- Kris Shepard 
Practices are held every Tuesday and Thurs-
day, normally down on the baseball field. In 
bad weather, another area will be announced. 
Recent events were: Darkwood I, on Sep-
tember 18, thrown by Ray Roberts, and this 
past weekend Kathy Joumeay (otherwise known 
as Queen Meg of Chimeron) held the Storm 
King. Both took place at Purgatory Chasm. An 
upcoming event, the last fighting event of the 
year, I believe, is Duckwater I, which will be 
thrown by Lucia Fiero,' in Deerfield, MA on 
October 2. They were great, as those of you 
who went know, and this new one promises to 
be lotsa fun as well. And fun is the main reason 
for both the Realms and this club. So, If you' re 
interested, stop by our next meeting, ask 
questions,(we'll find SOMEONE to answer 
them), and remember new people are always 
welcome. 
WPI Men's Crew Team 
Gentlemen, the boats are starting to look 
pretty sharp! Remember : strong catches, a 
long stroke, and clean finishes - all with the 
will to win and a fierce fighting spirit will place 
well in a race. The Textiles is this weekend -the 
first race of the season. This is normally a good 
one for WPI so lets start the season off right and 
show them all what we're tote'n this year! 
Concentration, Pressure, and a Winning 
SPIRIT! Let's do it guys! 
Freshmen, looking good this week. Remem-
ber to relax and let the stroke now through your 
body. Just concentrate hard in practice and do 
your best at every drill and come race day your 
body will just know the stroke. All you have to 
do is just BEAT on the oar and DRIVE it 
through the water. Good luck this weekend. 
Hell .... Luck doesn't win in crew • You dol 
Now go do it. Show them what you got! 
And everyone remember : 10 pushups to any 
complaining about practice. (We'll up it come 
Winter). Now go ROW and WIN! Men 's Crew 
Up-Coming races; 
Oct. 3 - Head of the Textile regatta 
Oct. 10- Head of the Connectitut regatta 
Oct. 24 - Head of the Charles regatta (Major 
College fest in Boston that you might wont to 
look into for a story!) 
Mus lim Student Association 
Dear Brothers & Sisters, 
Assnlum-o-alaikum • 
The MSA of WPI holds " lsha" prayer meet-
ing!> every Thursday at 8:00pm. We would 
appreciate your participation and are willing to 
offer other prayer congregations, af a posllive 
response is shown The deadline for newslcllcr 
artacles is !2:00pm. On Fnday 1st October. 
We are arranging for a movie night in Kinnicutt 
Tuesday September 28, 1993 
II all to show movies on Islamic History & Way 
of Life. It will be a nice get together for 
Muslim Brothers & Sisters before the exam 
week. However, anybody is welcome if inter-
ested. Our next general meeting will be held in 
the first week of October. 
Newman Club 
Sorry 'bout missing the last two weeks, it's 
been crazy. The first Pizza & Video night went 
well. Thelma and Louise got quite a discus-
sion. Steve how's the resume? Intermural 
vollyball go Get 'em!! Tonight '.s the last match. 
I'd put in the previous results but I don't know 
them. It 's short again, but nobody's given me 
anything to put in the column, Steve!!???? 
Exec. bord meeting Monday October 8, 9pm 
holy hour 8:30 see you there. Have a good 
week!! 
Pathways 
Hi all. Just a quick note to say our next 
meeting is this Thursday, September 30, at 
8PM in out Riley office. The office is on the 
right at the bottom of the stairs as you enter the 
Riley doors across from Daniels. Everyone is 
welcome, come down a team about Pathways. 
One last word ... SUBMIT! 
Society of Pershing Rifles 
Well, most of us just got back from Opera-
tion Daring Plunge, and boy did we have a great 
time. Especially when those of us running the 
two rope bridge got to dump the pledges into 
the lake. Those of you who were not there ... oh 
well, too bad for you. The classes went great, 
everyone put a lot of time into preparing them 
and it showed. Everything ran fairly smooth, 
with few screwups and no, get this, no catastro-
phes!! Our good luck can only last so long 
though, so everyone keep on their toes for the 
next ROTC (mis)adventure. 
Pledges, there are A LOT of you now, but 
that does not mean you are getting off easy. 
Every week I am going to say the same thing 
until they are done. DO THAT PROJECT!! 
GETTHOSEPADDLES MADEl!! and WORK 
ON THOSE PLEDGE PADS!! 1 have not seen 
any of you asking for signatures 
yet ..... remember a semester will go by ex-
tremely fast, and these things will be harder to 
do the longer you wait. heh, heh. 
This Wednesday we will be writing AAR's 
for Daring Plunge, so everyone bring pens and 
paper to the meeting, along with your opinions 
on how the operation went. Everyone's opin-
ion counts .... unless, of course, you were not 
there, but that goes without saying. 
Dues, Dues, Dues, Dues Dues Dues Dues! !I 
Philosopher's Circle 
Welcome back, oh seekers of questions. 
Regretfully, there was no meeting last week, 
and resuhingly no club comer. 1 was planning 
on printing a passage from Camus's IM 
StranKer , but never got around to it • look for 
it next time we don't have a meeting. 
As usual, we met in the Wedge this last 
Wednesday at noon. The topic of discussion 
was intellectual property, and other property 
related issues. The idea of intellectual property 
raises the question of whether or not an original 
idea can or cannot belong to a person or party. 
The topic is a much discussed one, especially 
in the area of software development . 
Copyright laws protect a certain expression 
of idea, as in a written book or television 
program. How these can apply to computer 
related communication has not yet been deter-
mined; one notable example of this is the 
stipulation that all postings on the UseNet, the 
newsserver, are automaticaJiy copyrighted to 
the poster. Another form of property law is the 
patent code, which allows processes to be 
owned for fifty years, after which they become 
public domain. ft has been argued that patents 
can be applied to software in that an algorithim 
is simply another form of process. 
The topic of GNU and their free software 
policy was also discussed, as related to the free 
trade of what we termed 'priveleged informa-
tion', or information you must fulfill obliga-
tions {like paying a royalty) to receive. This is 
a different situation than the trade of secret 
information, such as information governments 
withhold (like how spam and buller can blow 
up the world) for security purposes. See you 
next week, same time, same place. Enjoy. 
SocComm 
Hey everyone-hope exams treated you 
well...and if not, you've got another shot at 
them in three weeks ... in the meantime, why 
don' t you go to ... 
The 1st College Bowl challenge-Thursday, 
Oct. 30, in Salisbury 104+105, 7-9pm Watch 
your friends make fools of them~elves. Then, 
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[Editor 's Note: We cannot prmt copyrighted 
material without the ptrmi.uion of the author. J 
AXP 
As promised in last weeks column, more 
about Sex on the Beach!! Rich, where the Hell 
were you? And Dog, why were you laid out on 
the floor like that? Well never mind both of 
those. In more recent news, what time is it 
anyway's? And how did that TRIANGLE find 
its way back to the place of manufacture? Who 
really has that clock now?? 
When is exec going to meet? How come 
there were no awards in house meeting? Must 
be a sign of eminent crisis ... or Milia is close to 
some SNAPPAOE!!IIook out K and JetSki!! 
and mind them glasses and you' ll be spared! 
Which reminds me, is K really on the LOOSE 
yet? Is Luke thinking marriage? Is Jose 
allowed the steal what is rightfully K's? ... was 
it ever his???? AHHHH, enough of this line o 
questioning. 
A quick note to all the Freshman and other 
Rushees: Hope you enjoyed the Red Sox and 
the Sports in the Park? Thanks to all those Phi 
Sig Sig's and Rushees who cam down to play. 
Remember, the Crow House is always open 
and meals are Monday through Friday at 12noon 
and5pm. So until next Ho-Mo isnamed ..... Dave 
LaCarrubba owns the Honors, rights, and 
privi ledges! !?? 
Well hello Alpha Gams; I have returned ... 
Sorry for the absence last week, but like I told 
you, next thing I knew, the alarm clock said 
6:30 (and that was p.m.). =(So now I will tell 
you what was in that anicle: 
Happy Binhday to you 
Happy Birthday to you 
Happy Belated Birthday 
Kristy Sokol, Jcn Lisauskas, Meredith 
Cupples, Katie Daly, and Brenda Baggaley; 
Happy Birthday to you. 
Happy non-belated birthday to Annabella 
and Doreen (hello Doreen-how's co-op?) 
By the way, Mere, it was great spending 
your birthday with you- unfortunately it had 
to become an all-nighter. We will have to 
celebrate it the correct way soon. 
O.K. Now that the birthday's have been 
Intramural 
Teams 
taken care of, new business: Thank you all so 
much for helping with the banner!!!! II looked 
awesome, and this time, the letters even Mayed 
on ... well, except for that P ... {Christine) ==) 
Aimee really liked it. Thanks to everyone who 
kept her busy and took her tO lunch/supper. 
Dean Lutz enjoyed the faculty dinner, and as I 
hear it, the food was great. Thanks to everyone 
who cooked, cleaned, conversed, and Kayann 
for setting the whole thing up. Roses to HB for 
the great job on rush. Congratulations 10 
Hollybeth Normandin and Kim Millin for ob-
taining squirrel 50 status. Also, reaching squi r-
rel 30 status was: J. Lo., W. M., L L., C. Ra., 
C. Ru., D. B., B. B., and S. P .. 
What is that silver thing on your forehead? 
Is it a heart? 
It was great to see all the alumni at career 
day ... to all seniors, good luck gelling jobs or 
grad schools. 
Thank you TKE for the awesome social 
Saturday night... Talk about deja vu ... no 
flames this time ... room 69 wouldn't allow it ... 
Well, all, I must go for now, but don't forget 
the golf hole, the cross country race, and keep 
up the spirit... BYE 
Well, where to start? Maria finally called, 
we were beginning to think she had died. Three 
more weeks!! Don't forget to wish Martha a 
Happy Binhday this Friday ... How are we 
going to celebrate? Everyone set for Sunday? 
Finally ... I can't wait! 
Congratulations to those who were recently 
elected to fill some {how should 1 put it) empty 
positions. The new officers are: 
Vice President - Kristen Stagg 
Treasurer - Delphine Clomenil 
Assistant Rush - Gail Concannon 
Secretary - Maria Tucker 
Social Chair - Rachel Burland 
Philanthropy - Donna Edzards 
Member at Large - Julia Berendes 
Lisa, I'm glad you threw it away. Oh, and 
how could I forget Joe Mannly who just walked, 
knocked on my living room window and made 
me jump three feet in the air. By the way,thanx 
for that smooth compliment, I did pick up on it, 
even if Matz didn't. Sharron and Lisa, you can 
come over here to eat because Roy kidnapped 
Big Brother/ 
Big Sister 
NEWMAN 
CLUB 
Catholic Mass 
(weekdays/weekends) 
Pizza & Video 
Nights 
Christmas 
Caroling 
Liturgical 
Music 
the TV. 
Don't forget to give blood Wednesday and 
Thursday. Hope to see everyone at the Ice 
Cream Social tomorrow. GO GREEK! Don't 
Forget the Tri-Rush Workshop Thrusday. 
Thanks for all the help. 
The Friends of John Society {a membership 
of 2) held its first meeting last Wednesday 
night. And John was gone. The Krobbis/Matz 
proverb: Never search for the snake if thine 
eyes are blurred. We're trying to kick our 
addiction, giving us 6 more pounds isn' t going 
to help any, but we'll take them anyway, Gail. 
AXA 
Is it me or did everybody really get stressed 
out over mid-terms? Well it 's the middle of the 
term and that means you only have three weeks 
to catch up on all the work that you missed. So 
all of you that have Nintendo calluses get to 
work. I hope everyone took the weekend off 
and relieved some stress at the Johnny Bravo 
show. (By now we'll know if Oliva was caught 
by the audience when he jumped off the stage 
at the end of the show of if he fell on his head 
and was rushed to the hospital with a severe 
concussion and a bad case of amnesia.) If that 
didn 't work then maybe the velcro wall did. 
This week promises to be better. We have a 
Volleyball tournament with the rushees on 
Thursday. Let's not let what happened to the 
volleyball a-team happen again. Homecoming 
is this Saturday and for all you Sophomores, 
remember that you have to drag the Freshmen 
through the mud at the annual rope pull in 
Institute Park right after the football game. (If 
they beat you don't track mud through the 
house.) Mike Conklin needs your help in 
building the Golf hole with the sisters from 
Delta Phi Epsilon for Homecoming. 
Thanks to the sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma for 
coming to our pizza social. We had a great time 
and we hope you did too. And thank you to 
Craig Jacobs for gelling us a great deal on the 
pizza. 
Remember to give blood tomorrow or Thurs-
day. I have a test on Wednesday and I' m also 
giving blood so if you see me and I'm in a daze 
and don't know where I'm going, just give me 
a push in the right direction. Thanks. 
Hey Phi Sig Sigsl 
Thanks go out to everyone who participated 
in and contributed to Bedsheet Volleyball- it 
was a huge success! Also, thanks to Sig Pi for 
the social last Friday, everyone had a great 
time! Happy binhday to Becky Kostek today 
(also, great job on the Bedsheet Volleyball 
Tournament)! Standing O's to Shannon (once 
again) & everyone who coordinated the retreat 
last weekend. We got a lot accomplished and 
had way too much fun in the process! Don't 
forget. .. PAPA GINO'S DAY WILL BE HELD 
ON OCTOBER 3 FROM 12-5 p.m. at the Papa 
Gino's in Webster Square! You can hang out 
and get great food at a low price! 
Congratulations to Lily Lau for be-
ing chosen as captain of the tennis team- great 
job Lily! Also, congrats to Jen Shaw and Senya 
for gettjng pre-screened by Exxon (you'll be 
working girls soon!). Standing O's to our 
awesome field hockey team for having another 
winning week (Mandy, you scoring-machine, 
YOU'RE AWESOME!). The tennis team also 
had a good week, and soccer ... keep your heads 
up! Don't forget to go out and support the fall 
sports teams, and get psyched for HOME-
COMING this weekend! 
Finally, very special hellos to two of 
the most important people in the pretty house, 
Jen Alley and Julie McCuJiough (a.k.a. Jan and 
Marsha). You two do a great job of keeping us 
well fed and happy (but where did a lithe Fruit 
Loops go?). Also, special hellos to everyone in 
the "Unsightly Body Blemish Club"- Heidi 
Huggett, Jen Rice, Jeralyn, Chnstie Hinkley, 
Amy Knapp, and Jenny. 
GO GREEK! LITP 
l:AE 
First off, thanks to all of the rushees who 
came down for house tours and thanks to the 
brotherhood who helped make it a success 
{especially Latka, I mean Becker who offered 
his cab driving experience.) It 's a good thing 
rush started when it did, Sasha's wrestling T-
shir1 is wearing pretty thin. Thanks to Jan and 
Shakespere for yet another successful rendez-
vous. And congrats 10 Boucher for scoring two 
goals and an assist to lead WPl to another win. 
We're all behind you Hawley, your three days 
of sobriety is an inspiration to all. 
Merry-it's about time you learn to party, it's 
really starting to get scary. Coux-we sympa-
thize with you for seeing Sted Lover and his 
women coming out of the shower at4 am. Hey 
Sted-Go around the rotary. Cohen, it's prob-
ably in your pest interest to pin Heidi before the 
pond gets too cold. So far the road trips arc 
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going well, we managed only to strand only I 
so far from the house. 
The house would like to wish Gibba good 
luck in his new major. Management was 
gelling too tough so good luck in being the first 
hangout major at WPI. Degree requirements 
include drink beers, smoke cigarettes, and lis-
ten to Sundown, Fee, No Rain and A Girl Like 
You every night until 4:30 am. We finally 
figured Papp's reasoning behind buying do-
nuts for breakfast every morning. His plan is 
to get everyone so fat that it would be nearly 
impossible to pick up chicks at panics, there by 
increasing his chances. 
Room 16 fell victim once again to failing to 
finish the job. Hey Duff - don't forget to call 
your girlfriend today. Crowell, you'll be happy 
to know we're admitting you to the Jeffery 
Sterns Vocal Trauma Treatment Center after 
your performance at house tours. Get ready for 
the return of the alumni's this weekend. SAE 
The Time is Now. 
TKE 
Welcome once again to the TKE Comer. 
Rush is in full swing after its official kickoff on 
"career development day" last Thursday. We 
have some exciting events planned for the 
upcoming week. 
Thursday at 7:00 is our Casino Night. This 
guaranteed to be a load of fun, with many 
opportunities to win money. Play money, of 
course, but you can cash it in for real prizes like 
mugs, shot glasses, beer lights, and the usual 
party-atmosphere decoration things. 
Next Monday at 7:00 is the next rush event, 
we'll be featuring a yet unnamed coffeehouse 
band. We'll also be tie-dying, so bring your 
white T-shirts, boxer, or whatever. We'll have 
plenty of white Rush TKE T-shirts if you forget 
to bring one, so don't worry. The tie-dye party 
was great last year, come on down and make a 
mess of the place with us! 
Last weekend's social with Alpha Gamma 
Delta went well, thanks for stopping by, you're 
always welcome. 
Thanks also go out from the brothers to the 
lovely ladies who baked us all cookies last 
Tuesday, you're great. 
For any freshman or upperclassmen who 
think you're interested in going Greek, or may 
have missed house tours, come by any time and 
check out our 2 houses. You're always guaran-
teed to find someone you share interests here 
with, our members are the most diverse on 
campus. Stop by any time to hang out and meet 
TKE. 
Until then .. 
ex 
Rush has finally started and house tours 
went well the other night. No Klauber, I don't 
know the square footage of the first floor off 
hand. By the way, when are we going back to 
Nashua to do some off road racing in the Babe 
Magnet? Do you feel lucky? 
The Green Monster Home Run Durby Thing 
is coming up next week, so if you want to win 
some prizes talk to Rob Dupre. 
C-Team football lost its first game Thursday 
night to a bunch of Freshman. I wish I could 
have been there to play, but as everyone knows 
POP is my life. Chris "the brother with the hot 
girlfriend" Moeller set a new C-Team record 
for most turf bums. 
For the second time, Don Breda has man-
aged to narrowly escape the award for Bovinus 
Cassanovus. The jury deliberated for a mere I 0 
minutes and they came back with a verdict of 
Not Guilty. When asked for a comment, the 
Foreman Scott Pineo said, "Hey I don't care 
how big she is. At least he's getting it" The 
prosecution is deciding whether or not to re-
quest a mistrial. 
Well, I goua go bash my baryard. Later 
Z\11 
Look! It's a dogapiller!!! It Is! There were 
these guys in a huge blue car waving giant 
yellow oars at me!! Whatever happened to this 
assassin thing??? Is everybody dead yet?? 
... and speaking of carnage .... 
It's been two weeks of mindless ruin and 
destruction. From giant six gallon water bal-
loons off the roof to that poor blue bear which 
got a bit too close to the lawn mower. From 
giant exploding mood peanuts to daffy duck's 
head on a stick. From the great pickle war to 
exploding ducks on Institute Pond. From 
maceral-auractors to the Great Papa Gino's 
Massacre. From Neel's cooking to Susan {ask 
John about that.) From the tuna fiSh that Woog 
leaves in the fridge uncovered for many days 
until it's all brown and crusty and tbeo be eats 
it to my fluids test. Two more things ... I've 
counted, and we have enough carrots to feed 
the world. And finally ... Mika threatened to eat 
my car, and I think he can do it -chops. 
-
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' ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
Johnny Bravo was here! Steven Shaffer .. lightens up .. Alden 
by Jason Hull 
NeH'speak Staff 
On Friday night, comedian Steven 
Shaffer warmed up a somewhat calm 
crowd on an otherwi'>e chilly night. 
Ph1ladelphia - rai~cd, Shaffer U!>ed a 
complete rcperto1re of jokec; and im-
pression!> during his one hour perfor-
mance at Alden Memorial I I all. 
NEWSPEA K STAF"f PIIOTO/OON SOCIIA 
Tom Stanton and Chrls O'Keefe from J ohnny Bravo d uring their 
concert In Compel's last week. 
A rather enjoyable :.how was con-
tributed to hy Shaffer's unique man-
nerisms and e'<pression~. The crowd 
was especially pleased with Schaffer' a 
dog and cat routine as well a!> his 
impres!lions of Sigmund Freud and 
Darth Vader as a barhcr. His routine 
ranged from the ah urd harshness of 
Catholic School discipline to the many 
different ways which people laugh to 
somewhat stupid sexual jokes. How-
ever, Shaffer's show was highlighted 
by his playing of Taps on. a long, 
green, nexible, plastic tube which he 
twirled around at different speeds to 
NEWSPEAK HUMOR - NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY 
WATeR IT! 
\ ll\\NK 
1\.\b.'(' R~ GO\~& 
FoR \\-\E 
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COMMENTARY 
Motoring News Continued from page 7 
some vehicles won't idle in traffic for any 
length of time or have fuel economy ratings 
as low as 4 mpg. Other than that, look for 
poor workmanship and make sure you trust 
the person who modified it. If you feel any 
CLUB CORNER 
Cominued from page 8 
on Sat. Oct 2, go to the Mini Golf course on 
thequad, ll am to 2pm (if it rains, go to 
Harrington). At night, there will be a special 
Coffeehouse with Mike Duffy (humourist 
singer/songwriter) opening for CHAIN LINK 
FENCE!!! Fresh from packing them in at the 
Coco Bean last year, WPI's improv group will 
be perfonning their first headlining show for 
WPI...This will be a show you don't want to 
miss ... at GOMPEI'S, 8pm Oct. 2. Just $ 1 ! .... On 
Sunday, the movie of the week is- Groundhog 
Day ... In Perrault, at 6:30 and 9:30pm ... of 
course, $2 ... 
And next week, we will be showing our first 
Passport film of the year ... Giengarry Glen 
Ross ... this will also be in Perrault, on Tues. Oct. 
5, at Spm ... and this one's only $1. .. 
Last, and most important, Janet Richardson 
and the Campus Center Needs CommitLee will 
be meeting with Soccomm 's exec board at our 
next meeting to discuss what should be put irt'to 
the campus center. All General Assembly 
members are invited to this meeting, at 4:30 in 
the Goat's Head Conference Room (in the 
basement of Riley Hall) on Tues the 28th ... pleasc 
come and share your idea!> about what you think 
!.hould be put into our campus center-here's 
your chance to voice your opinion!.-and if you 
can't make it, bring your ideas to the Soc:x:omm 
office-we will present them for you ... 
Society of Women Engineers 
Hi all! Hope everyone is doing well. Thanks 
to everyone who helped out with Girl Scout 
badge day on S:uurday. We really appreciated 
it. 
Don't forget about our next meeting on 
October 6 in Salisbury Labs OJ I at 7:00 pm. 
The member who brings the most friends along 
ready to join SWE will win $10 cash and next 
year's $15 membership fee. We will have a 15 
minute business meeting and then o panel of 
women in different career paths will speak one 
on one with us. This should prove to be a very 
interesting discussion. Remember to bring all 
your friends to the meeting. See you there!! 
doubt about their competence, don't buy it. 
Good luck hunting, and most importantly 
have fun. If you have any specific questions, 
E-mail jimzad@wpi. Next week look for 
some winter driving tips. 
Women's Crew 
Hello Ladies, 
The past few weeks have been full of dri lls-
working for strength, stamina, technique. 
Now it 's time to put it all to the test. 
Get Psyched for the Textile - our first race of 
the season. Let's show all the other crews just 
what we can do! 
... and remember - there is no next stroke. 
Women's Tennis 
Well now that the tennis season is well 
underway, you might think the weather would 
cooperate. Instead the rain has driven u-; into 
the gym and the fitness center, where Lynn's 
eternal question is "how do you work this?" 
Congratulations are in order for our fir..t win 
of the season, defeating Babson 5-4. (must 
have been the circle sit!) Corinne, Jen, an.J 
Alyson brought 10 wim~ as well as Lynn, Vanc<-st 
and Lauren who played in the dark. Great jot 
team! 
To recap on our past matches: UMnss 
Dartmouth ~lipped by 4·5, with victories to 
singles Lynn and Lauren and doubles Vanessa, 
Lynn and Jcn, Lauren. As for our match again~t 
MfT, all we have to c;ay to them is "thank'> for 
the tOilet [ltlJ')Cr." By the way, Lauren you 
nush your toilet with your toilet?!? 
Special hello., go out to Danielle, Laura, 
Aly!>On and Lauren-don't forget the ball'> and 
water fre\hmen-we love you! 
Well today we ure up against OarJ... at their 
courts so ct>me out and cheer us on! 
Our next home matches are: 
Thur Sept 30 Worcester State 3:30 
Sat Oct 2 Salve Regina I I :00 
Come and show your suppon, Coach Henry 
might even have programs again! 
Finally, the quote of the week "don't be a tree 
and bend your knees!" 
Well, that's it, guess I'll see you all at the 
dude ranch! 
produce the different notes. 
A veteran of !>everal different tele-
vision comedy specials, comedian 
Steven Shaffer enlivened the crowd 
with a very funny and entenaining 
show. 
. 
.. 
Nl.:W!iPEAK STAFf PHOTO I (:I.[N WAKEJ1ELD 
Comedian Steven Shaffer performed in Alden Hall last Friday Night. 
Expert Teachers 
Permanent Centers 
Total Training 
Call now! 
1·800-KAP·TEST 
Tuesday September 28, 1993 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Wanted: Lnrge urban bridge, 3 tubes of 
cola , and a roll of scotch-tape. Call 752-
PORK. 
Join the U.S. First MOP PROJEcr. We are 
currently seeking MOP partners to help design 
and construct a robot which will compete against 
others in a national competition. Project be· 
gins B· term '93. All Majors welcome. Those 
inte rested please con tact: 
Prof. Sullivan 831-5 199 Emaii:Sullivan@WPI 
Heather Lauer 755-5170 Emaii:Lauer@ WPI 
GregSherman791-t568Email: Sherman@WPI 
Hey You Sophomores! Here's your second 
c hance to capture the Goal's Head! 
Pull..pull...puli ... Rope Pull - Institute Park -
4:30 pm - Homecoming - Sat. Oct 2. 
Check out our new column! 
Freshmen - show your school spirit win the 
firs t point in the Goats head 
competition ... Pull.. Pull. 
MOPEDS . Cheapest wheels around . 
I 00 mpg. No insurance required. 
Gardner cycle (Route 2A) Gardner, 
MA (508) 632-68~0. 
Happy Belated Birthday to our beloved 
President! 
Texas Burned D1lwn! 
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Hey Frc~hmen , here's your chnncc to drag 
the Sophomores through the mud. Come to the 
rope pull Saturday, October 2nd in lnsitute 
Park right after the football game. 
Saskia T.O. !!!!Thanks for the party.- Shoe. 
Sophomores and Freshmen. Where will you 
be after the football game on Homecoming? 
Here's a hint: PULL! PULL! 
Agents No Experience. 
Company Expanding - $1 2-18 hr, + Bonuses. 
Send a SASE for Details to:l ntt rnaJional 
1375 Coney Is land Ave., Ste 427 
Brooklyn, NY 11 230 
SPR I NG BREAK ' 94. 
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO FREE!!!! 
Student Travel Services is now hiring campus 
reps. Call @800-648-4849. 
How can you pull a rope? Freshman and 
sophomores baule for the go:ushead on Oct. 2 
Pull hard and stay out of the wuter. 
Hi lion! •hugs• 
You call T JIAT huge? 
Jeff '' a butt-part ... 
Wow, what do they put in th i!> Canadian 
spring water? It's great! 
j---;.:;pe:.; .:;;;un ctasa•f•tda lrte to;;.;;; s;;;e.;,-faculfy, and :-tall -;;r~;.;,;; a;;;;m-:;; ;;,. (8) ~-;;. -;,1 
I 
I 
ot 1 commerCial nature 1nclld1 Ionge< than &11 titles must be paid for at the oll campul/commtrCjal rate of SS 00 for the ftrll abt 
ht>el 1ncl 50 cents per lddntoMtl•ne 
Claudltd ads mull be paid for tn adVance. 
No •nlormatJon whiCh, ltllhe DPI'-' of the N-petlc 1610,., would denuty an lnci!Yidull10 the communl1y wtU be pr;nted 
In ei*'QNiact The a<loloft reMNt the ngh! 10 refllst any td CIMmed 10 be •n bad Wit 0t tNnY ldl from ontgroup 01 ondMduel 
on one IUOjtCt 
Tht dead~ne for ldl ,. noon on the F nday before publicai-
AJC~Msf!ed -mutl bton~~olp;op«andmustbeaccompanedbvlhe wnt11'1 ....,.,ldd,..enct pllonenumbtt 
Name ________________________ __ Phone ______________ __ 
Address Total Enclosed $ __ _ 
Allow only 30 characters per line 
L _________________ _____ ___ ~ 
Newspeak Wants You!!! 
\\'1'1'' uflirial 'ludt·nlnt·n,papt'l' i' loul..ing fur nriling, photograph~. andla\uul 
'laff. If ~uu ' H• ~\l'r \\ <ll~h·d lu ht· pari ur a HL\1. Dl' '"!Japn. nun ·, ~our dtann-. 
\\rih····, \lt'l'ling' an· \lunda~ al ~:JII in lht· \t·n,pt·aJ.. ( )ffin·. l'hulu \h·t·ling' an· 
\lunda~ ·, al (l. \ndlulaiJ..tuu' alumlla~ uul,ntm~ c111 du\\ non Sunda~ ·, and 'l't' ''hal 
\\l' do! \'uu l'an aJ,o n·al'h II' al 'l''"Jll'aJ.., \\' 1'1 Bn\ 271111, or llt' \\ 'Jll'aJ..tu 11 pi . 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
Information 
Systems 
Management 
We're looking for a few highly motivated people with a 
strong background in computer related disciplines who 
want a career in Infonnation Systems Management. 
If you're the kind of person who's interested in rotational 
assignments, exposure to senior management, structured 
classroom development, and you like the idea of having 
input into the direction of your career, the ACCENT 
Program may be the right opportunity for you. 
We'll be on campus for: 
Please contact your Placement Office for more 
information. 
The TravelerSj 
'I ••t! "' b\'l t,•t .,,. llthl•·• th,·l mhtdl.l 
An I 'I"·''~ lpp••llllllll\ I mptu1 ,., 
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POLICE LOG 
Monday, September 13 
10:30pm - Medical Emergency: In fronr of Harrington, caller reports two subjects with facial injuries from 
playing football. EMS and officers respond. 
Tuesday, September 14 
3:25am - Attempt to locate possible missing person: Parent of Mass. Academy student calls regarding her 
daughter who did not rerum home to Spencer from WPI on 9/13. Officer to cht:ck campus for safety. 
3:48am -Noise complaint: Officer reports that he spoke with a group at 8 Salisbury St. fraternity regarding 
loud radio. 
5:29am - Noise complaint: Rcs.ident of 80 Salisbury Street complaining of students at 8 Salisbury St. 
fraternity playing loud music and ball in the street. Officer responds. 
6:25am - Advisory: Missing Mass. Academy student located in Founders Hall. 
I: 13pm - Mocor Vehicle accident reported. Plant Services vehicle in..,olved, will be wkcn care of by Plant 
Services. 
3:51pm -Health Services request patrOl to transport a student to Hahnemann Hospital stitches, may be 
needed. 
7:40pm- Stoddard RA reports that residenr disconnected the smoke detector in his room and can't reconnect 
it Electrician notified. 
10:05pm- Armed robbery reported outside of library on south stairwell. Officer to take report Worcester 
Police notified. 
!0:09pm- Medical assistance: Founders. Elbow injury, request for ice pack. Officer and EMS respond. 
I 0:45pm - Noise complaint from Ellsworth Apt Office responded. Reports music from Ellsworth Apt. 
Students advised 
11 :19pm- Medical assist: Founders. Student with elbow injury tended to earlier requesting EMS again. 
EMS responds. Officer responds. 
Wednesday, September IS 
I: 12am - Noise complaint: Ellsworth basketball court. Officer responds. 
1:14am - OffiCCtS clear Ellsworth Basketball court, subjectS gone upon arrival. 
1:40am- Noise complaint: Loud music coming from a Humboldt St. fraternity, Officer responds. 
I :44am - Disturbance: Officer responds to disturbance at a Salisbury St. fraternity. 
4:49am - Possible malicious mischief: Reports from Regent St. of vehicle driving down street possibly 
damaging parked cars. Officer responds. 
7:45pm - Medical Emergency: EMS requested to Harrington for female student with injured knee. 
7:56pm - Officer reports that the student was given an Tee pack. 
8:03pm - Malicious mischief: Reports that ~rudents from Morgan are on the roof BBO'ing: Officer 
responds. 
8:47pm - Noise complaints: Officer reports loud music from Morgan 4th, RA notified. 
I 0:50pm - Medical Emergency: RA from Daniels reports that a resident hurt their knee playing football: 
EMS responds. 
10:59pm - Medical transport patient to Hnhnemnnn hospital 
I I: 19pm - Disturbance: calls in and reports excessive noise coming from 10 Regent St. fraternity. Officer 
en route. 
Thursday, Srptember 16 
I 2:59am - Disturbance: Graduate student reports 3 males causing damage to Beach tree by Higgins Labs 
and anempting to climb branches of same. Officers investigate. 
1 :QSam - Subjects had cleared from scene upon arrival. No identifiable suspedS in the area. 
2:45pm - Students at Dean St. fraternity on fire escape. Officer responds. 
4:50pm- Larceny: Mike Fotiadcs Fuller labs, reports possible break Fuller 319, Officer responds. 
6:00pm- Medical: Founders, EMS respond. Contact stuck in eye. Student refused treatment. 
Friday, Sepcember 17 
I 2:1 1am - Medical - M<qan RA requests EMS to room of one of his residents for intoxication. EMS 
lnJeracht~ programs on CD-RO.II 
cocer a·ery subfrd from poJJhcs 10 p/J}'SiO/ogy 
Andlheymcorpora~sound ammahon, music ------
and tideo dipr So ordin11ry IOpics bemme 
more e:rr::ilmg, 11wolt>ing and rela:anl 
Tuesday, September 28 
II :OOam- BIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY SEMINAR, "Forced Evolution Proteins", Dr. 
Bob Ladner, Protein Engineering Corp., Cambridge, Mass., Salisbury Labs 105. 
II :OOam to 1:OOpm :Blood Drive Sign-ups, Daniels Hall. 
I :OOpm - Film on closed circuit TV. Pans Global Perspective Program (50 minutes). 
Wednesday, September 29 
IO:OOam to 4:00pm- Blood Drive, Alden Memorial. 
I :OOpm - Film on closed circuit TV. Germany Global Perspective Program (Darmstadt/ 
Munich .... 90 minutes). 
Thursday, September 30 
!O:OOam to 4:00pm- Blood Drive, Alden Memorial. 
I :OOpm - Film on closed circuit TV. Thailand Global Perspective Program (Bangkok ... 56 
minutes). 
Saturday, October 2 
HOMECOMING 
Sunday, October 3 
6:30pm and 9:00pm - Film "Groundhog Day", Perreault Hall, Fuller Labs. Admission: $2. 
advised. Officers respond. 
12: 15am- Request of Emergency Assistance to scene as precautionary. Pt. update- Emergency Transfer 
to Hospital with head injury. 
I 1:08pm- Malicious mischief: Salisbury St. fraternity members report brick thrown at house, no damage. 
Saturday, September 18 
2:49am - Medical response: Daniels: intoxicated student; officers and EMS respond. 
2:56am - Disturbance: Officer reports members of Dean St. fraternities and a Wachusett SL fraternity 
warned loud behavior and disturbance. 
9:52pm -Student in to report larceny, Offtee reports. 
II :55pm - Disorderly persons: Fuller watch person reports subjects in vehicle on Salisbury St. dischargjng 
fireworks. Officers responds. 
Sunday, September 19 
!2:59am - Disorderly persons: Officer reports large party at KAP fraternity, noise and yelling in area 
coming from fooc traffic; will monitor situation. 
2:21am - EMS reports fight at a Boynton St. Fraternity. Officers respond. 
I 1:19pm- Medical response: Ellsworth 9, throat irritation; EMS responds. 
II :24pm - Transport: Officer transponing student from Ellsworth 9 to Hahnemann Hospital. 
Bnng your papers, projeds and presenlaJKJnS kJ 
_____- lifo by mcorporalfng pbolcs, dip art and a buge t'tlfldy 
----- oftypefonls-a/1 auzf.lablean CD-RO.II 
>bu still uxmt roci 'n' roll? Plug in a p01r of 
/ 
self-pou~ S{X'tliers and the CD-Ra•t drit'e 
plays audto CDs too -10 you can IIXJri atta)l 
uhde IIS!ermlg Jo your favonle musiC. 
.. ,. .. .-
.. ..... 
- . ~~ 
' . 
' '_,; 
Bll)llbe lofacinl()sb Cenlrir 610 110111, 
/ and you'll also recefvo IIJe CD-ROM gffl 
paci: /U!() discs tbal indutk (.111 ei«tronfc 
triC)'dcpedia, a didkmary, mleradkl/l 
rod t'llleos, musx; for your audio CD 
lfacinlosb Promo player rmd more (U!Orlb 1317') 
Appk Macinlosb Cnllrls"' 610 
812YJ ruilb Cl).ROAt Macinlosb Color 
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard 11. 
CD gift pack. FREI!. 
CD-ROM technology puts a world of infonnation at your finger- our CD gift pack. VISit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're 
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy there, ask about fmandng with the Apple-Computer Loan: And - . 
the Macintosh Centris'" 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macintosh~ The power to be your best~ • 
Contact Greg Shapiro in the College Computer Center 
for more information or call831-5725 
